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In� �019,� th�� �nn��l� Int��n�tion�l� Conf���nc�� on� R�s���ch,� T�chnolog�� �nd�
Ed�c�tion�of�Sp�c��h�s����n�h�ld�th��5th�tim�.�Th��host�w�s�th��BME�Sp�c���o��m�
op���t�d����th����d���t�d�Innov�tion��nd�Knowl�dg��C�nt���(EIT)�of�th����c�lt��of�
El�ct�ic�l�Engin���ing��nd�Info�m�tics��t�th��B�d�p�st�Univ��sit��of�T�chnolog���nd�
Economics�(BME)�–�in�coop���tion�with�th��H�ng��i�n�Ast�on��tic�l�Soci�t��(MANT),�
which�is�th��old�st�sp�c���ssoci�tion�in�H�ng���.�
�
Th�� ��d���t�d� Innov�tion� �nd� Knowl�dg�� C�nt��� (BME� EIT)� w�s� c���t�d� �t� th��
��c�lt�� of� El�ct�ic�l� Engin���ing� �nd� Info�m�tics� of� B�d�p�st� Univ��sit�� of�
T�chnolog���nd�Economics�(BME)�in��009�to�stim�l�t��th����s���ch��nd�d�v�lopm�nt�
�ctivit�� �nd� to� �ssist� th�� �xploit�tion� of� ��s���ch� �chi�v�m�nts� �t� th�� ��c�lt�.�
C����ntl�,�BME�EIT�op���t�s�th��BME�Sp�c���o��m�which�mission�is�to�h��moniz��
�nd�coo�din�t��th���ctivit��of�d�p��tm�nts��t�BME�p��ticip�ting�in�sp�c���ctiviti�s����
��common�vision��nd�st��t�g�,�to���cogniz��th��joint�h�m�n��nd�t�chnic�l���so��c�s�
�nd��m�zing��chi�v�m�nts,�to�m�k��int��n�l��nd��xt��n�l�knowl�dg��t��nsf���mo���
�ffici�nt,��nd�to��tiliz��oppo�t�niti�s�l�ing�in�s�n��gi�s�g��nt�d����joint�c�p��iliti�s�
�nd��nifi�d���p��s�nt�tion.�Th��common��im�of�BME�Sp�c���o��m�m�m���s�is�to�
��com��th����idg����tw��n��c�d�mic���s���ch��nd�p�od�ction,�s��vic���pplic�tion,�
�nd� to�p��ticip�t���ll� ph�s�s�of� ��s���ch/d�v�lopm�nt/innov�tion��nd��pplic�tion�
p�oc�ss�s�of�sp�c���ctivit�.�C����ntl�,�13�D�p��tm�nts�of�4�BME���c�lti�s�p��ticip�t��
vol�nt��il��in�th���ctiviti�s�of�Sp�c���o��m.�
�
Th��H�ng��i�n�Ast�on��tic�l�Soci�t��(MANT�in�H�ng��i�n)�is���civil�o�g�niz�tion�in�
H�ng����th�t�g�th��s�sp�c����s���ch��s,��s��s�of�sp�c��t�chnolog���nd��v���on��who�
is�int���st�d�in�th��int��disciplin�����nd�st�t�-of-th�-��t��s�s��nd���s���ch�of�o�t���
sp�c�.�Th��soci�t��w�s��st��lish�d�in�1956�in�B�d�p�st,��nd�it�is�th��onl��H�ng��i�n�
m�m����of�th��Int��n�tion�l�Ast�on��tic�l���d���tion�(IA�)�sinc��1959.�Th���im�of�
MANT�is�to���is��p��lic��w���n�ss���o�t�sp�c���ctivit���nd�sp�c���pplic�tions.�Th��
soci�t���lso�p�ovid�s��n�oppo�t�nit��fo��sp�c���nth�si�sts�to�m��t,��xch�ng��id��s�
�nd� wo�k� tog�th��.� MANT,� th�o�gh� its� m�m���s� f�om� v��io�s� fi�lds� of� sci�nc�,�
o�g�niz�s� conf���nc�s,� �o�th� fo��ms,� s�mm��� sp�c�� c�mps,� iss��s� p��iodic�ls,�
��l��s�s� m�di��m�t��i�l� �nd� holds� l�ct���s� ��o�t� sp�c�� ��s���ch� �nd� conn�ct�d�
sci�ntific�fi�lds.�
�
Th�� o�g�niz�tion� of� th��H-SPACE� conf���nc�� s��i�s� st��t�d� in� �015,� �t� �� tim�� of�
g�owing�oppo�t�niti�s���ising� f�om�ESA���c�ntl��g��nting�m�m���ship�to�H�ng����
�nd�th��n��d�fo����joint�p��s�nt�tion�of�sp�c���ctiviti�s�p��s��d��t�BME.�Th��s�l�ction�
of�th��d�t��of�th���v�nt�p��s�t�i��t��to�th��s�cc�ssf�l�d�plo�m�nt�to�o��it��nd�mission�
of�th��fi�st�H�ng��i�n�s�t�llit�,�th��M�s�t-1,�which�h�s����n�l��nch�d�on����������
13,��01�.�
�
This������p�opl���ll�ov���th��wo�ld�c�l����t��th��g���t�st�“sm�ll�st�p�fo����m�n”,�th��
50th��nniv��s����of�th��st�p�of�th��fi�st�m�n�onto�th��l�n���s��f�c�.�H�m�nit��h�v��
�xplo��d�th��possi�iliti�s�of�lif��on�oth���pl�n�ts�f�om�th�t�tim�,���t�f�om���v����long�
tim���go� th���ss�nti�l�conditions� fo�� lif��on�E��th.�R�g��ding� to� this,�topic�of� this�
����’s�conf���nc�� is�“Sp�ci�l� foc�s�on�w�t����nd��nvi�onm�nt”.�Th���g�nd��of� th��
conf���nc�� �dd��ss�d� sci�ntific,� t�chnologic�l� �nd� �d�c�tion�l� iss��s� of� sp�c��
��s���ch��nd�sp�c���ctiviti�s.�



�

Th��conf���nc��w�s�op�n�fo���oth�loc�l��nd�int��n�tion�l�p�of�ssion�ls��nd�p�ovid�s�
�n� oppo�t�nit�� to� showc�s�� H�ng��i�n� sci�ntific,� t�chnologic�l,� �d�c�tion�l� �nd�
o�t���ch��ctiviti�s,���l�t�d�to�sp�c�.�D���to�th��g�n��o�s�s�ppo�t�of�o���p��tn��s,�th��
conf���nc��h�d�no���gist��tion�f��.�Th��conf���nc��h�d�fiv��m�in�s�ctions:�Sci�nc��
�nd�T�chnolog��I-III��nd�Ed�c�tion��nd�O�t���ch�I��nd�II�f�om�which�Sci�nc���nd�
T�chnolog��III��nd�Ed�c�tion��nd�O�t���ch�II�will������post���s�ssion�with�14�g���t�
p��s�nt�tion.�W��c�l����t�d�th��5th��dition�of�th��H-SPACE�conf���nc��s��i�s�with���
sp�ci�l�post���s�ssion�which�st��t�d��ight��ft���th��k��not��p��s�nt�tion,�h�ld����P�of.�
János�Józs�,�th����cto��of�th��B�d�p�st�Univ��sit��of�T�chnolog���nd�Economics.�
�
To�c�l����t��th��50th��nniv��s����of�th��Moon�l�nding,�w��st��t�d�th��conf���nc��with�
��sp�ci�l��o�ndt��l��disc�ssion:���om�Moon�l�nding�to�M��s�l�nding�(in�H�ng��i�n).�
P��ticip�nts� of� th�� disc�ssions� w���� Iván� Almá�� (Hono����� P��sid�nt,� H�ng��i�n�
Ast�on��tic�l� Soci�t�)� �nd� And�ás� Sik� (Vic�� P��sid�nt,� H�ng��i�n� Ast�on��tic�l�
Soci�t�),� �nd� it� w�s�mod���t�d� ���Előd� Both� (P��sid�nt,�H�ng��i�n�Ast�on��tic�l�
Soci�t�).�
�
Th�� O�g�nizing� Committ��� h�s� int��n�tion�ll�� ��cogniz�d� m�m���s:� P�of.� Józs�f�
Ádám,� D�.� Ti�o�� Bálint,� ����nc� Ho�v�i,� P�of.� János� Licht�n���g��,� D�.� Ló�ánt�
�öldvá��,�P�of.�László�P�p,�P�of.�Gá�o��Stépán,�D�.�Sz��olcs�Rózs��W������g��t�f�l�
fo��th�i��cont�i��tions�to�th��s�cc�ss�of�th��conf���nc�.�
�
W��p��lish�d����ook�of���st��cts�fo��th��conf���nc�.�D��ing�th��conf���nc�,�w��h�d�
��k��not��l�ct�����nd�34�t�chnic�l�p��s�nt�tions�(�0�o��l�p��s�nt�tions��nd�14�post���
p��s�nt�tions)�f�om�which�13���tho�s�h�v��s��mitt�d���f�ll�p�p��.�Th�s��p�p��s�����
incl�d�d�in�this�p�oc��dings.�
�
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Abstract—In the Department of Broadband 

Infocommunications and Electromagnetic Theory (HVT) 

at Budapest University of Technology and Economics, we 

participate in the Alphasat scientific experimentation 

program, where propagation and communication 

measurement activities take place. The propagation 

measurement is carried out in Ka/Q frequency bands to 

determine the atmospheric impact on radio wave 

propagation and the estimation of different statistical 

distributions, while the communication experiment in the 

Q/V band is used for diversity and Adaptive Coding and 

Modulation (ACM) studies. The wave propagation from 

the Alphasat were measured and discussed from a 

practical point of view, taking advantage of the availability 

of measurements from various instruments. The results 

showed that predictions can be calculated with reasonable 

accuracy, provided that some practical considerations are 

taken into account. 

In view of this, we are proposing a novel idea based on 

signal beacon method to be used in satellite propagation 

measurement to estimate rain field dimensions and the 

shape of the cloud. Alphasat and other communication 

satellites are equipped with beacon transmitters with 

unmodulated signals for technological measurements. By 

receiving these signals from the satellite at three different 

geographical locations, we obtain the attenuation and the 

measurement is used to calculate rain intensity along the 

radio path, and from this, we can estimate the shape of the 

clouds in three dimensional state. This work is part of an 

ongoing activity, to calculate the shape of the clouds using 

satellite beacon signal measurements and constructing the 

image in 3D models of the rain fields by selection of three 

different attenuation events to determine the rain fields. 

Upon calculation we determine the interaction of 

geometrical links of the representations in the rain field in 

3D model.  

 
Keywords—rainCell; millimeter wave; radiowave; propagation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Evolution of new telecommunication system for 5G systems 
are being developed in order to provide effective multimedia 

applications to the end-user in the coming years.  These 
applications require high data rates, large bandwidths which are 
available only for frequencies higher than 10 GHz. However, 
systems operating at these high frequencies suffer from severe 
atmospheric impairment such as attenuation and scintillation, 
which cannot be overcome by static propagation margins due 
to technology limitations [1]. However, increasing demand for 
large bandwidth is now moving toward the employment of 
high operational frequencies. Some advantages from using 
these higher frequencies in the millimeter wave range is 
smaller and lighter terminals, reduced channel congestion, 
limited interference issues, while the drawbacks come from the 
increasing effects induced by atmospheric constituents, mainly 
by rain, on electromagnetic waves [2]. 

There are different methods that is employed to study satellite 
wave propagation, this include radar, radiometer and signal 
beacon method. This signal beacon method is one of the most 
important, reliable and inexpensive method in comparison with 
the other methods. Satellite beacon has a reference signal with 
a fixed frequency and power, and without modulation that is 
sent usually by satellites. This signal usually has its own 
specific transponder with telemetry satellite signal. Satellite 
beacon receiver has to locate the beacon signals and measure 
its power level. 

The description of the horizontal structure of rain fields is very 
complex, due to its high space-time variability. This explains 
the empirical-statistical nature of most studies performed, 
where research groups have developed rain-cell models from 
weather-radar data. The area inside which the rain rate R≥τ, τ 
being a rain rate threshold is known as the rain cell. The 
continuous cells, along the contour that bounds it, the rain rate 
is equal to the threshold value τ. A rain-cell characterization 
can be done using only a limited number of parameters. It is 
quite simple and less sophisticated in techniques, thereby 
reducing the computation time and the storage space necessary 
for extracting model parameters from the radar observations. In 
most studies, the mathematical representation of rain cells is 
based on stochastic approach, which describes rain cells as 
randomly generated entities that behave similarly in a statistical  
sense to the observed rain cells[3]. 

In this paper we have proposed the signal beacon method by   
extension determine the shape of the rain cloud through a rain 
cellular representation.  In this process, the choice of this 
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model is highly applicable, because it accounts for the rain cell 
shape and the rain rate horizontal distribution within the cells.  
Rain cell shape can be used to describe an equivalent ellipse, 
whose parameters are the major axis, the minor axis, and the 
orientation angle. The rain rate horizontal distribution within 
the cells, have been divided into two different rain cell 
population groups: the stratiform cells, characterized by a slow 
decay of the rain rate from its maximum, and convective cells, 
which generates a cloudy area that can produce heavy rain with 
intensities higher than 10 mm/h [4].  

The rationale of this proposal is that, in the absence of 
expensive equipment using the beacon signal, we can have 
applied the model based on the receivers at three different 
locations to determine the shape of rain cloud structure in a 3D 
state. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II, gives 
general overview of the satellite beacon, the measurement and 
the models for the prediction of the shape of the cloud. Section 
III describes cloud formation from the propagation in the 
millimeter wave and, the method applied to predict the shape. 
It also analyzes the prediction results of the proposed method, 
and section IV describes the cloud shape in the three 
dimensional state. Finally, section V concludes the paper. 

II. SATELLITE BEACON AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

A. Satellite beacon 

A device with low power transmission for the purpose up-link 

power control, telemetry and research is called satellite 

beacon. These signals are generally unmodulated but it can 

also be modulated. The attraction of satellite beacons for 

propagation research is their constant signal strength [5]. The 

main purpose of the radio beacon is making it easier to locate 

and also receive signals from the satellite above the horizon. 

However, some natural phenomena occur in the propagation 

path between the satellite and the ground station. These 

phenomena include cloud, rain, water vapor, dust, atmospheric 

gases, oxygen molecules and fog existing in different layers of 

the atmosphere, including troposphere and ionosphere which 

causes impairment on the availability and quality of satellite 

links during service period.  To measure the attenuation due to 

rain all that is required is to determine the beacon signal 

strength. The measurements from the beacon and their weather 

data are central for research to be conducted. The beacon 

signals often unmodulated continues wave carrier signals, are 

transmitted by the satellites for station keeping and antenna 

steering purposes (see Table 1). Some beacons also carry 

small amounts of information such as telemetry data. These 

signals are ideal for measuring propagation effects due to their 

constant transmit signal level [6]-[7]. 

 
Table 1 List of some communication satellite’s beacon 

Name of satellite Frequency [MHz] and polarization 

Eutelsat 133 11200H,12501H 

Astra 2F 11112H,11127V 

NSS 10 37030V,41995H 

Intelsat 23 39500V,11700H 

Inmarsat-3F2 39506R 

Telstar 12V 11700V,11770.1H 

Galaxy 19 11700H,12198V 

 

 Fluctuations in received signal strength can therefore be 

contributed to propagation phenomena. The purpose of a 

beacon receiver is thus to measure the received signal power 

and to store the values detected. Keeping a large coverage 

requirement results in lower transmit Effective Isotropic 

Radiated Power (EIRP) whereas a smaller coverage leads to 

insufficient diversity. In Table 1 is a set of 6 communication 

satellites have been identified across Europe trading-off the 

climatic, geographic and demographic diversity. From the 

position of any of these satellites, three different events can be 

selected by the receiver station at three different points and the 

beacon signals received. 

At BME-HVT we have a ground station for measurement 

activities with Alphasat. Our beacon receiver located at the 

premises of BME-HVT is installed 120m on top of the main 

BME-HVT building at N47.48 latitudes and E19.06 

longitudes, with no interference from any object.  The beacon 

receiver station is split into outdoor (ODU) and indoor units 

(IDU) respectively and includes High Performance Antennas 

providing 27dB fade margin. 

B. Measurement 

Since we do not have three different receiver stations, in order 

to demonstrate the method we select three successive rain 

events, where attenuations were high and typical. These events 

used to represent three location points. The receiver station 

collects the received power with 1/sec rate, and we also have 

the meteorological data with 1/min for that period. From the 

data obtained we depict the received power signal for the 

beacon and also determine the rainfall rate and the attenuation. 

The months of April, May and July 2016 were a rainy period 

and that is, where higher rain events were also observed. Since 

the higher frequencies are more intensively affected by the 

rain, the attenuation is very high as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The time series of this attenuation provides the most relevant 

information for us to proceed with our calculation to 

determine the shape of the cloud. Figure 1 represents the 

general architecture of the measurement scenario to determine 

the cloud shape. 

III. IDENTIFICATION OF RAIN EVENTS 

A. Cloud formation 

According to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 

cloud is primarily a hydrometeor, consisting of a visible 

aggregate of minute particles of liquid water or ice, or both, 

suspended in the free air and usually not touching the Earth’s 

surface. Thus, cloud is the visible manifestation of ongoing 

atmospheric processes. It is important to understand cloud and 

its formation because there are two main scales on which these 

 

Figure 1 General architecture of the measurement scenario 

cloud 



processes occur. First, clouds consist of many tiny droplets 

resulting from the condensation of water vapor (gaseous state) 

into liquid water or ice (solid state). They form when the air is 

cooled to its dew point. This is considered its condensation or 

saturation point.  The second, is collision and coalescence 

process which creates larger rain droplets [8]. The fall velocity 

of larger droplets is greater than smaller drops. Faster droplets 

are likely to collide with slower droplets in their path. 

However, not all droplets necessarily collide, since many of 

the smaller drops may follow the stream lines around the 

larger ones. It is not guaranteed that colliding droplets will 

coalesce with one another as the droplets may bounce off a 

layer of air trapped between the two. Alternatively, the 

resulting drop could become unstable and breakup. If the 

cushion of air is squeezed out from between the drops before 

rebound can occur, the two surfaces make physical contact 

and coalescence will occur. Figure 2 show a cycle of 

formation and the shape of a cloud. 

 

 

Figure 2. The shape of a clouds, with hydrological cycle and moisture in the 

atmosphere (graphic courtesy of NOAA’s NWS jet stream program) 

 

B. The impact of rain 

The impact of rain increases when the rain rate, the frequency 

and the effective path length increases. Polarization also 

significantly impacts on rain as since it is one of the major 

causes of attenuation of propagation signals. The level of the 

rain rate has a significant effect on the propagated signal 

during a rainy period, as the raindrop increase in number. This 

increase may raise the interaction probability between the 

incident wave and the raindrops, due to the absorption, 

scattering, and diffraction of the propagated signals which also 

increases. When the rain rate increase the communication link 

becomes unreliable and unstable, meaning the effect is more 

severe in high rainfall rates and greater rainfall intensities. The 

impact of frequency bands is significant on the attenuation 

produced during the occurrence of rain. This means at higher 

frequency the wavelength become smaller and approach the 

size of the raindrop. The Average Raindrop Size (ARS) or the 

average width (diameter) of the raindrop is around 1.67 mm 

[9]; while the wavelength of 10 to 100 GHz ranges between 30 

mm to 3 mm. So, a significant interchange of energy will 

occur between the propagated mm-wave and the raindrops. 

Such an interaction will result in significant attenuation of the 

propagated signal. Thus, when the frequency bands become 

higher, the rain attenuation level of the propagated signal will 

increase. Between the transmitter and receiver is the effective 

path length which affect the propagation of mm-waves during 

rainfall [10], since it is not uniformly distributed along the 

radio path length. Therefore, the effective path length is not 

like the actual path length. It is calculated based on rainfall 

distribution. As a result, accurate rain attenuation is calculated 

as a function of the effective path length. When the effective 

path length increases, the rainfall may cover a longer area 

between the transmitter and receiver which will produce 

attenuation [11]; it can also be noted that the total rain 

attenuation is directly proportional to the effective 

communication path length. 
 

C. Event selection 

 It is known that the rain statistics are dependent on the local 
climatic conditions. This generates the requirement of having 
usually multiple receive stations that can be scattered over 
spatially diversified areas. For the actual study in the absence 
of more receiver stations we have selected three sequential 
events considering that they belong to the same precipitation 
field. We calculated the average rain rate and the average wind 
speed for each event by applying concurrent meteorological 
measurements. In order to determine horizontal size of the 
cloud we multiply the rain event duration (sec) with the 
average wind speed (m/s) during this event. From the rain 
height we can observe the rate at which rain decays 
significantly across, showing the vertical dimensions of the 
cloud.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Dimension of the clouds from event 1-3 respectively 

 



In Figure 3 we can see the representation of the cloud from the 
selection of event 1 to 3 in their respective orders. The rate of 
decay gives an encouraging view of the cloud in each 
dimensions. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Shape of the clouds from event 1-3 respectively 

 
Figure 4 depicts the shape of the cloud that is obtained from 
each of the rain event that was selected during the rain 
activities. Because from that we got the dimension, hence, we 
produce its corresponding images considering a symmetrical 
vertical structure. This images displayed gives a shaped view 
of the cloud respectively from event 1 to 3. It creates the bases 
for developing the 3D model. 

IV. 3D VISUALIZATION OF THE CLOUD 

From the framework of this idea we present the results of this 

study, which is the shape of cloud in three dimensional state. 

The three rain events produced images of the cloud based on 

the dimensions from the events. The cloud is viewed from the 

upper end while the source events are applied as centered and 

arranged at 120 degrees for the visualization. In Figure 5 we 

subsequently produce 3D model of the shape of the cloud as 

shown below.  

 

Figure 5. Three dimensional representation of the cloud 

CONCLUSION 

In this work we have presented results which has established 

how characterize and determine the shape of the cloud from 

the rain fields at our receiver station at BME-HVT. The novel 

approaches here were based on beacon signal method rather 

than the weather-radar observations of the climatic region in 

Budapest. The 3D models show a representation of the cloud; 

these work is part of an ongoing process of characterization of 

rain fields effects on millimeter-wave communication systems. 

Rain identification and modeling are two of the building 

blocks in this research which help determine the shape of the 

cloud at given instance. Moreover, further work may include 

growth and decay trends of rain cells to enhance their 

dynamics state of finding the more accurate shape of the 

cloud. 
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Abstract—SAR images acquired along descending and 
ascending orbits has a view of a surface deformation from a 
different angle. Accordingly, the surface deformation they show 
are affected by foreshortening and related projection errors. By 
combination of two deformation models, 3D deformation can 
efficiently be modelled. In this study, reconstruction of the surface 
motions due to the 2018 Oaxaca earthquake is performed, with the 
joint use of a Sentinel-1A deformation model taken on a 
descending orbit and a Sentinel-1B deformation model taken 
along an ascending orbit. 

Keywords—InSAR, Sentinel-1, ascending/descending orbit, 
deformation analysis, 3D modelling 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The basic concept of the dedicated joint Copernicus program 
of European Space Agency (ESA) and European Union (EU) is 
to provide continuous monitoring programmes over timescales 
of decades [1]. The Sentinel missions of the Copernicus program 
are designed for routine observations of operational GMES 
(Global Monitoring and Environmental Security) services [2]. 
Among the 6 Sentinel mission, Sentinel-1 satellites are 
providing radar imaging for land and ocean services. 
Accordingly, Sentinel-1 images enable determination of surface 
deformation over large region even with some cm amplitude 
over short and long timescales as well. 

Volcanic and seismic events are often accompanied by 
measurable surface deformations over large area within the time 
frame of some days. As it was already shown by [3], pre-, co- 
and post-seismic deformations can efficiently be determined 
depending only on the timing of the images with respect to the 
event. The timing of the images is, however, haphazard, cannot 
be planned or controlled. Thus, the densification of images by 
the extension of the Sentinel-1 satellite mission with additional 
satellites is highly justified. 

Meanwhile, the expansion of the mission with new satellites 
is valuable only if the different satellites provides equivalently 
useful result with similar accuracy at the same spatial resolution. 
As in 2018, Sentinel-1 mission contains two satellites: 1A and 
1B [2], while two more satellites, 1C and 1D are already 
contracted for an unknown date of launch [4]. The repeat cycle 
of a Sentinel-1A satellite is 12 days, which has already been 
reduced to 6 days by the launch of Sentinel-1B satellite, which 

is an identical twin of Sentinel-1A with 6 days delay in its orbit. 
As demonstrated by [5], successful combination of Sentinel-1A 
and Sentinel-1B images can be achieved.  

In this paper we investigate whether the results achieved by 
of Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B images can also serve to provide 
appropriate base of spatial modelling of an event. First, 
independent processing of the same event is performed using 
images acquired from a descending (Sentinel-1A) and from an 
ascending (Sentinel-1B) orbits.  Subsequently, the two models 
are combined to differentiate horizontal and vertical motions. 

II. THE TEST EVENT 

The test event is the deformation caused by the earthquake 
at 23:39:39 UTC of 16 February, 2018 in Oaxaca, Mexico with 
a magnitude of 7.2 Mww, which has resulted in an intense shake 
over a huge region of South Mexico, c.f. Fig. 1 [6]. The 
hypocenter of the event is at φ = 16.386 and λ = -97.979 (with 
an accuracy of ± 4.3 km) with a depth of 22.0 km ± 1.8 km [6]. 

Figure 1. Shake map (intensity) of the Oaxaca 2018 event [6] 

The focal mechanism shows a normal slip with a dip angle 
of the nodal planes of 12° (NP1) [and 78° (NP2), c.f. the beach 
ball model of the event on Fig. 2. The direction of the slip is 
completely downward (rake of NP1 is 91°, rake of NP2 is 90°), 
along the Middle America Trench, where the strike angle of NP1 
is 297°, and of NP2 116° [6]. 
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Figure 2. The beach ball model of the Oaxaca 2018 event [6] 

This event can be clearly separated from other related events: 
there have been no relevant pre-shocks (the largest one has 
occurred 2 days before the main event with an M4.4 magnitude). 
The post shocks contain two notable events: there has been a 
quake approximately an hour after the main shock (at 00:36:52 
UTC of 17 February with a magnitude of 5.8 Mww and depth of 
3.5 km), and another one two days later (at 06:56:58 UTC of 19 
February with a magnitude of 5.9 Mww). Even though the effect 
of these post-seismic events on surface displacement cannot be 
separated from the main event, they are negligible, as the seismic 
moment of the main event has is 7.996*1019 Nm, while for the 
post shocks is only 5.817*1017 Nm and 8.329*1017, 
respectively for 17 and 19 February events. It means that due to 
the post shocks the seismic moment (practically related to 
ground motions) became less than 2% of that of the main shock, 
so surface deformations are dominated by the main shock. The 
same can be understood when the released energy of the main 
shock and of the two largest post shocks are compared: the 
energy released by these events are 3.98*1015 J, 3.16*1013 J 
and 4.47*1013 J, respectively, so the energy released by the 
post-shocks is less than 2% of that of the main shock. 

III. INTERFEROGRAMM AND SURFACE DEFORMATION MODEL 

Surface deformation of the event has been determined 
independently for Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B images. Images 
have been downloaded from the Copernicus Open Access Hub 
[7], where images on 27 January and 20 February for Sentinel-
1A, and on 5 February and 17 February for Sentinel-1B have 
been found to be useful. Even though the time span is notably 
different, presumably differences in the deformation can be 
regarded mainly to the pre-seismic deformations, in which case 
the difference of starting at 27 January or at 5 February may be 
relevant, and partially can be regarded to the post-seismic 
differences, as the effect of the 19 February post-shock event is 
excluded from the Sentinel-1B, but included in the Sentinel-1A 
image. 

Using these images, processing was performed by using the 
Sentinel-1 Toolbox of the Sentinel Application Platform 
(SNAP) [8]. The processing (including co-registration of the 
images, formation of the interferograms, deburst of the images, 
removal of the topographic phase, the Goldstein phase filtering, 
phase unwrapping, determination of the phase displacement, 
georeferencing and removal of the ellipsoidal correction) is done 
routinely, the sequence is detailed in [9].  

The resulted phase maps are shown on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The 
structure of the deformation is visually similar, though 
differences in the detailed pattern can be recognized. Fig. 5 
shows the difference phase maps; according to this image, a 
displacement of the center of the location of the maximal 
deformation is obvious. 

 

Figure 3-4. Georeferenced Sentinel-1A and 1B phase map 

 

Figure 5. The difference phase map 

The corresponding deformations have been determined by 
the Snaphu software [8]; these are displayed by Fig. 6 and Fig. 
7, and their difference is on Fig. 8. The deformations on Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7 are relevantly different. In fact, they refer to 
deformations along Line-Of-Sight (LOS) of the beam emitted by 
the satellite. 

 

Figure 6-7. Deformation derived from Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B 
images. Unit: [m] 



 

Figure 8. Deformation differences. Unit: [m] 

For illustration of the differences: on Fig. 8, the range of 
height variation is 6.07 cm (with maximal depth of -22.55 cm), 
while on Fig. 7 it is 9.61 cm (with maximal depth of -34.69 cm). 
The range of the difference image is 6.33 cm, which is in the 
order of the magnitude of the observed deformations. 

Beyond the range of subsidence, also the affected area by the 
deformation are different. According to rough estimates, the 
subsidence occurs over an area of 98*103 km2 and 139*103 km2, 
respectively for Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B, so the affected 
area seems to be 1.4 times larger for Sentinel-1B observation. 
Accordingly, volume of subsidence is 3.9*108 km3 and 11.7*108 
km3, which means 3.3 times more volume for the Sentinel-1B 
observation, in accordance with the detected larger height 
variations. 

By visual test of Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the center 
of the subsidence has been observed to be located at φ= -97.95° 
and λ=16.31° for the Sentinel-1A image, while at φ= -98.02° and 
λ=16.28° for the Sentinel-1B image. This means approximately 
a displacement of 3.9 km and 1.8 km in Northing and Easting 
directions, respectively. 

In order to analyze the spectral behavior of the deformation 
models, 1D Fourier-spectrum of each rows (referring to a certain 
longitude) and columns (so referring to a latitude) of the 
deformation model derived by Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B has 
been determined. The Fourier-spectra have differed by each 
longitude/latitude, so for visualization, an average spectrum is 
provided by longitude on Fig. 9 (meaning that the spectra 
derived for the different longitudes are averaged) and by latitude 
on Fig. 10 (averaged by latitude). Both figures apply logarithmic 
scales on both axes – logarithmic scale along the ordinate axis 
emphasizes the order of magnitude of the amplitude, while the 
logarithmic scale along the abscissa axis emphasize the 
relevance of the long frequencies. 

 

Figure 9-10. Average of the FFT derived for each longitude and latitude. 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 suggest that Sentinel-1B deformation 
model has more signal on low frequencies, but much smoother 
on high frequencies. Basically, it means that the larger signal 
content of Sentinel-1B model is contributed by the large scale 
features, but the surface of the subsidence is much smoother. As 
a consequence, it can be concluded that the single orbit 
interferometric SAR phase maps deliver inhomogeneous, 
distorted estimate of surface deformations. 

IV. MODELLING OF THE 3D CO-SEISMIC SURFACE 

DISPLACEMENTS 

Displacements on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are the projections of the 
real 3D surface deformation onto the LOS directions of the 
actual orbits. During determining the interferograms, it is 
essential to choose as short as possible baselines in order to 
minimize the stereoscopic effect and the speckle geometrical 
decorrelations. When 3D deformations are demanded to be 
determined, it is important that two deformation models should 
be in notably different geometry, thus images taken along 
ascending and descending orbits are chosen, consequently, the 
angles of projection of data acquisition are relevantly different, 
thus 3D determination similarly to the bundle adjustment of 
stereophotogrammetry becomes possible. 

A method of amplitude matching for determining 3D 
deformation has been developed by [10], this method makes use 
of the offsets observed in range and azimuthal for achieving the 
3D information. This has been further developed by [11], where 
the offset in range has been eliminated, and rather the offset 
information in azimuth and in LOS has been applied. In the 
present study, the use purely on LOS is proposed as it is the 
direct measure of the surface deformation.  

The incident angle, i.e. the angle between nadir and the LOS 
is noted by θ, and the azimuth of the satellite’s track by α. The 
direction of the LOS vector is then 
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The observed deformation along the LOS, ∆LOS is then the 
projection of the actual deformation vector, r, which is 
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Accordingly, the following linear system of equations can be 
defined: 
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       (4), 

in which equation variables referring to the geometry of the 
ascending and the descending orbit are noted by (A) and (D), 
respectively. Equation (4) in short notation reads: 

 ∆ + � = � · �  (5). 

This leads to an ill-conditioned, irregular, inhomogeneous 
systems of linear equations, which can efficiently be solved by 
minimizing the least squares of the corrections and inverting the 
normal matrix by Singular Value Decomposition. Equation (3) 
can be solved by Least Squares Adjustment as 

 � = (�′ · �)−1 · (�′ · ∆)  (6). 

The adjustment is performed pixel-wise. The azimuth, α and 
the incident angle, θ, i.e. angles for the orientation of the beam 
used for taking the images, can be retrieved from the metadata 
of the images, while the deformation along the LOS, ∆LOS is 
taken from each deformation models, c.f. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Then 
the 3 components of the deformation can be determined by (6). 
The results are shown on Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.  

 

Figure 11-12. Upward and Northward co-seismic motion of the Oaxaca 
earthquake, 2018. 

 

Figure 13. Eastward co-seismic motion of the Oaxaca earthquake, 2018. 

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

As the 2018 Oaxaca earthquake is a quite recent event, no 
solutions of related deformation analysis has been published so 
far in the printed literature, though online solutions are available 

[12],[13]. These studies both has determined the deformation 
using Sentinel-1B images, resulting in deformation along LOS. 
Their results are very similar to our Fig. 7, and the deformations 
were interpreted purely on this information. According to the 
analyses before, in case of Fig. 7, the range of height variation is 
9.61 cm with a maximal depth of -34.69 cm, the affected area by 
the subsidence is 139*103 km2, and the volume of subsided mass 
is 11.7*108 km3. The location of maximal deformation was 
identified to be at φ= -98.02° and λ=16.28°. 

Similar information for the 3D deformation analysis is 
derived. The range of height variation is 7.70 cm with a maximal 
depth of -29.62 cm, the affected area by the subsidence is 
123*103 km2, the volume of subsided mass is 8.5*108 km3, and 
the location of maximal deformation was identified to be at φ= -
97.98° and λ=16.20°. Accordingly, the interpretation of LOS 
motions as vertical motions yields an overestimation of the 
actual deformation to 1.2 times larger. This is in line with the 
rough estimation, as the main component of ∆��� is ���� �� , 
c.f. equation (3), and the coincident angles of the acquired 
images range are in the [32.1° 36.5°] interval. 

Note that ∆LOS deformation component only along two 
lines are available, it means that the resolved deformation vector, 
r is only that component of the actual 3D vector, which lies in 
the plane stretched by LOS(A) and LOS(D) vectors (c.f. Fig. 
14). The actual deformation, however, might have a 
perpendicular component as well, whereabout no information 
contained in the observed deformations along LOS vectors.  

 

Figure 14. Sketch of deformation observation. The actual deformation, r  is 
projected onto the vectors defined by LOS vectors; along them the observed 
deformation is ∆LOS. The observation vector can be decomposed into two 

components (green vectors): one lies in the plane defined by the LOS vectors 
(blue trapeze), while the other is perpendicular to this plane. The observed 

∆LOS deformations are only affected by the in-plane component. 

As this vector component is perpendicular to observation 
plane, it is directed to
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Considering the actual angles of the images taken in this case, the unit vector perpendicular to the plane of observations is 
approximately 

 ��� = �
0.1431
0.8573
0.4945

�  (8). 

Accordingly, 1 cm deformation along the undetected perpendicular component affects the Up, North, East components by 1.4 
mm, 8.6 mm and 4.9 mm, respectively. It means that the estimated vertical component is the most reliable, while the horizontal 
motion is notably affected by this perpendicular component. As the perpendicular component of the deformation influences the North 
component more (57.3%) than the East component (33.1%), the azimuth is influenced relevantly by the perpendicular component. 
Considering the central part of the deformation area, Northward deformations are typically -8 cm, while eastward deformations are 
modelled by 20 cm, the typical value of the azimuth angle is the present situation is α = 180°-arctan(|E|/|N|) = 180°-arctan(|20cm|/|-
8cm|) = 111,80°. Accordingly, by 1 cm deformation the azimuth, α = 180°-arctan(|E+∆E|/|N+∆N|) =180°- arctan(|20cm+4.9mm|/|-
8cm+8.6mm|) = 109,21° differs from the present situation slightly, by ∆α = 2,59°. However, by 5 cm deformation it is 99,36° resulting 
in ∆α = 12,44° difference, and by 10 cm deformation the azimuth is +88,62°, which differs relevantly, by ∆α = 23,18°. Therefore, in 
case a relevant perpendicular component exists, it should be apparent in visual test of the horizontal vectors. For the visual test, 
horizontal motions are displayed by vectors on Fig. 15. The vector field coincides nicely with the tectonic structures, also they are 
reliable consequences of the focal mechanism, c.f. the surface section of the first nodal plane according to Fig. 2.  

 

Figure 15. Horizontal motion vectors of the Oaxaca earthquake, 2018. The black asterisk shows the epicenter, while the first nodal plane is shown by dashed black 
line. 

Summarily, even though the used images alone cannot provide full recover of the 3D deformations, as the horizontal components 
seem to be reliable according to seismological consideration, the undetermined component may not be too large. Accordingly, the 
estimated components are rather realistic. Note, however, that in the lack of reliable independent information on the deformation of 
the Oaxaca event, no adequate validation of the derived 3D deformations could be performed. Also, simple geometrical considerations 
for the present orientation of image acquisition have found the rate of LOS and vertical deformations to be about 1.2 is reliable. 
Accordingly, the combination of two LOS deformation models derived from images taken along a descending and an ascending orbit 
can be considered to provide realistic results.  
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The MarsQuake project is intended to provide a set of teaching 

resources and classroom activities that will use the latest data and 
images sent back from the NASA InSight mission to Mars. The British 
Geological Survey, the National Space Academy and the Durham 
University together published a background science booklet for this 
project aimed at 11–18 year-olds students. The publications 
contained different activities include modeling and locating meteorite 
impacts known as 'marsquakes'. To start this MarsQuake project the 
translation of this book for Hungarian students was prepared in 
2018.  

marsquakes, earthquakes, seismology 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The "MarsQuake" program was launched in Hungary as 
part of the "Seismology in School" initiative, which aims to 
reach secondary school students and create interest in 
earthquakes and astronomy. An educational publication was 
published in 2018, which is an edited translation of the 
“MarsQuakes – Seismology on another planet” booklet [1] [2]. 
We held several educational presentations and wrote article [3] 
in Hungary. We would like to open a new perspective on 
scientific knowledge in the field of earth sciences for 
Hungarian students. 

II. SEISMOLOGY IN SCHOOL 

The "Seismology in School" initiative was launched in 
2016 as an educational program of the Kövesligethy Radó 
Seismological Observatory. This educational program in 
Europe dates back to 1995. An abundance of English resources 
is available on this topic for students. Now several articles and 
videos has been translated and published on a Hungarian 
website (http://suliszeizmo.hu). A school seismograph has been 
purchased. Schools can also buy this semi-professional tool 
that was specifically designed for them. It is easy to assemble, 
its operating mechanism is visible, and it is easy to learn how 
to handle the user program of the instrument. The goal is to 
give students a high degree of interest in seismology and let 
them manage their own instrument. Observing earthquakes 
with their own school instrument gives the students a "wow" 
experience. The students can see a real natural phenomenon in 
real time! They will learn how science works (Fig. 1).  

 

 

Fig. 1. The students  will learn how science works 

III. THE INSIGHT MISSION AND THE SEIS INSTRUMENT 

NASA's InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic 
Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport) Mars lander 
carries a seismometer, SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Interior 
Structure). It sits still, directly on the surface of the Red Planet, 
and waits to detect seismic vibrations that make it to its 
location. The vast majority of earthquakes on Earth are 
connected to plate tectonics. However, plate tectonics is not 
existing on the Mars, so we expect 100 times smaller seismic 
activity on the Mars than that of Earth. The seismic waves can 
be produced mainly by meteorite impacts. InSight’s� primary�
objective will be to uncover how a rocky body in space forms 
and evolves to become a planet, and determine the size, 
composition, physical state (liquid/solid) of the Martian core. 

The SEIS seismometer consists of a total of six seismic 
sensors that record the vibrations of the Martian soil in three 
directions in space (up–down, north–south and east–west) and 
at two different frequency ranges (VBB covering 0.01–10 
Hertz and SP covering 0.1–50 Hertz). The seismic waves will 
be excited by marsquakes, meteorite impacts, and even surface 
vibrations generated by activity in Mars' atmosphere and by 
weather phenomena such as dust storms. 
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IV. STARTING THE MARSQUAKE “MARSRENGÉSEK” PROGRAM 

The MarsQuake education project is a UK Space Agency-
funded initiative led by the British Geological Survey with 
partners from the National Space Academy, University of 
Leicester and University of Bristol. The project developed a set 
of classroom activities and learning resources to support the 
mission. The program is complex. On the one hand, the Mars 
high resolution image management program should be known 
(HiView) so as the program for displaying and processing 
signals registered by the InSight SEIS instrument (jAmaSeis). 
The types of seismic waves should be recognized and users 
must be familiar about many other astronomical and 
seismological topics.  

The� „MarsQuakes”� program� is� available� in� the� following�
areas in Hungarian: 

A. Two websites: 

• MTA CSFK GGI: http://suliszeizmo.hu  

• Terkán Lajos Public Observatory: 
http://telapo.datatrans.hu/mars 

These websites contain details from the MarsQuakes book, 
the history of Mars research, interesting facts about Mars, 
and seismological knowledge.   

B. Publication 

The MarsQuakes – Seismology on another planet 
”Marsrengések – Szeizmológia� más� bolygókon”� is�
downloadable from these websites. This booklet contains the 
InSight mission overview, comparison of the Earth and Mars 
planets, knowledge about plate tectonics and seismology. It 
contains different student activities including modeling and 
locating meteorite impacts known as 'marsquakes'. It will be 
shown to the students how to look at seismic data using simple 
spreadsheets, semi-professional analysis software and simple 
computer programs, which they could write themselves. 

C. Open Facebook group 

This „Marsrengések – kiből� lesz� marskutató?”� facebook 
group (Marsquakes – who will be a Mars discoverer?) ”is 
updated regularly with news about InSight. 

D. Scientific lectures and presentations 

• Galileo Webcast: György Hudoba: Mars targeted! 
http://www.galileowebcast.hu/live/live_20181015.html 

• Skeptics XXIV. National Conference: Márta Kiszely: 
Marsquakes - who will be a Mars discoverer? 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV19m8okRV8&li
st=PLeNxi-TyRAb6ifbR10F9-
IAQRhgTnaZkH&index=3) 

E. Scientific lectures and presentations 

• Participation in popular scientific events (Earth Science 
"Whirlabout" in the Hungarian Natural History 
Museum (2018)) 

•  Participation in Budapest the Capital of Sciences 2018 

So far, there are about 25 candidates to MarsQuakes 
program, including one astronomical circle. Anyone can join to 
this program, regardless of where they live. Currently there are 
applicants from Balatonfüred, Budapest, Dombóvár, 
Érsekújvár (Sovakia), Gödöllő,� Gyál,� Kerepes,� Mátészalka,�
Sásd, Sopron, Szeged, Székesfehérvár and Szigetszentmiklós.  

V. THE ACTIVITY AND THE EXPERIENCES OF THE MARSQUAKE 

PROGRAM IN HUNGARY 

The member of the MarsQuake program has to show great 
tenacity, as they must install two programs on their computer, 
with menu items in English. These are the high-resolution Mars 
image processing HiView and the school seismograph data 
processing jAmaSeis programs. In addition, they had to 
familiarize themselves with the websites that publish the 
parameters of the actual earthquakes. Due to the age-specific 
characteristics of the candidates, the easiest way to keep in 
touch with each other is through our facebook group. The 
members of facebook group will find the latest news and 
photos posted on the latest InSight program in Hungarian 
(https://twitter.com/NASAInSight) and see the questions and 
results of others. We want to know the activity of the 
applicants and to prepare them for analyzing the SEIS data sent 
back from Mars with different tasks. The members of 
marsquake group have been received two challenges (with a 
longer deadline). In addition, they had to constantly monitoring 
the latest earthquakes with the help of the jAmaSeis program. 

• CRATER CHALLENGE 2018: The task was to 
complete the first student experiment, which is included 
in the annex of MarsQuakes – Seismology on another 
planet "Marsrengések – Szeizmológia más bolygókon". 
Meteor hits has to be modeled on a surface of flour and 
cocoa powder and observed its features. Thereafter the 
size of a real Mars crater has to be determined using the 
HiView program. 

• SURFACE WAVES ON MARS: During this task, a 
young Mars researcher has to learn the characteristics of 
the surface waves and has to perform a computational 
task. 

Fig. 2. The Coolstarz astronomy circle in Mátészalka 

Half of the applicants are currently active. The others are 
likely to follow the results of InSight. The most successful is 
the astronomical circles of Móricz Zsigmond Greek Catholic 
Secondary School in Mátészalka, headed by Erzsébet Kardis 



 

 

 

 

Bardóczné, and the physics circle of Lánczos Kornél High 
School headed by of Sándor Újvári in Székesfehérvár (Fig. 2).  

One of the solutions of CRATER CHALLENGE 2018 is 
shown in Fig. 3. Szabó Bence modeled the meteor impacts on a 
surface of flour and cocoa powder. The patterns of impact 
crater can be investigated. The ejecta and rays thrown up from 
the impact event could be seen and measured.  

Fig. 4. shows the results of one crater dimension 
measurement. The students had to choose a crater from the 
“New crater Excel 2007-2013.xlsx”� list, and download its 
image from the webpage (https://www.uahirise.org/) as a 
compressed bitmap file (JP2) and open with HiView program, 
and measure the diameter of crater in pixels. The real size of 
the crater can be calculated knowing the image scale.  

Fig. 5 shows the result of an earthquake epicenter 
determination with jAmaSeis program, recognizing and using 
the of  P and S seismic waves on different seismic stations.   

Fig. 3. The pupils and physics teacher of Lánczos Kornél High School 

Fig. 4. Bence�Szabó’s�(Gödöllő) solution of modelling crater impacts   

According to our experience, those who worked in a team 
with the guidance of a teacher were more successful and 
learned to use the programs more easily than those who worked 
alone.  

 

Fig. 5. Bence�Szabó’s�solution�of�CRATER CHALLENGE 2018 

Fig. 6. Róbert� Szerencsi’s� (Kerepes) defined an earthquake epicenter with 
the P and S waves on four different station 
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Abstract—We detect tsunamis based on ionospheric satellite 
signals. The measurement of changes in the ionosphere are based 
on total electron content (TEC) values. The TEC values are 
calculated�from�the�GPS�satellites’�L1�and�L2,�P1�and�P2�signals.�
The TEC values are smoothed by a Kalman filter. According to 
historical data, the curves of the TEC values show a 
characteristic change when a tsunami occurs. In the current 
phase, we present a novel method of calculating TEC curves and 
we apply it on data from early 2000s. 

Keywords—tsunami detection; total electron content; GPS L1, 
L2, P1, P2 signals; Kalman filtering 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Tsunamis have been one of the natural hazards that 
presented a constant threat to humanity throughout history. 
Tsunamis can be caused by earthquakes, landslides, volcanic 
activity and typhoons. Tsunamis can be characterized by the 
following physical quantities: 

· Starting point 

· Main amplitude 

· Velocity 

· Main direction of propagation 

Current tsunami warning systems are based on   earthquake 
warning systems. These systems have several shortcomings: 

· They cannot detect all tsunamis 

· They cannot detect tsunamis in time 

· They cannot detect the amplitude and velocity of 
the tsunamis 

· The amplitude of the tsunami is undetectable on 
the open ocean 

[1] showed that tsunami genesis can be accurately modeled 
using high-precision GPS positioning near coastal regions.  

 

 

Fig. 1. The Tohoku-Oki tsunami (generated by the 2011 japanese earthquake 
on the 11th of March, magnitude 9.0). Ground-based GPS ionospheric data 
will show earthquake generated (b) Rayleigh, (a and b) acoustic, and (c) 
gravity waves in the ionosphere. Source: [2]. 

Fig. 1 shows the Tohoku-Oki tsunami. Ground-based GPS 
ionospheric data indicates the presence of the tsunami. 

The authors of [3] showed (see Fig. 2) that a real-time 
global Total Electron Content (TEC) monitoring network is 
able to detect the acoustic and gravity waves generated by the 
earthquake and tsunami. 

 

Fig. 2. The Measured and band-pass filtered TEC disturbances at Usuda 
(USUD) on March 11, 2011. The earthquake and tsunami-generated acoustic 
and gravity waves are shown around 6:00 UT and subsequent TIDs 
commencing about 5 hours later. Source: [3]. 

In this paper we present our approach to tsunami detection 
that is built upon the above results. In Section II, we explain 
how TEC measurements can be used to measure the changes of 
the ionosphere. In Section III we describe the objectives and 
planed milestones of our project. In Section IV we summarize 
how we calculate real-time TEC data. In Section V, we present 
our results on TEC calculation.  
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II. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT 

The ionosphere can be characterized by Total Electron 
Content (TEC) values, measured using GPS signals. The TEC 
is defined as the number of free electrons between a receiver 
and satellite, within a tube with a one square meter cross 
sectional area.  

Our research is based on GPS signal data provided by 
NASA. The data are collected by a network of ground-based 
satellite tracking stations, acting as receivers. The GPS data can 
be accessed publicly. 

The TEC values are influenced by the position of the Sun 
and the latitude of the station. Natural factors, such as sunspot 
activity, lunar eclipses, thunderstorms and tsunamis, as well as 
man made factors, such as nuclear tests create disturbances in 
the TEC values. 

III. OUR APPROACH 

A. Objectives 

Our goal is to calculate the TEC values in real-time, and to 
find the most suitable method to detect the presence and 
characteristics of tsunamis using the calculated TEC data. We 
will compare cross correlation, clustering, anomaly detection, 
and deep learning algorithms to evaluate their effectiveness for 
tsunami detection. 

B. Milestones 

Our project has the following milestones: 

1. Real-time TEC calculation: we implement a method 
capable of calculating the TEC values from real time data. Our 
goal is to be able to calculate the TEC values within 10 minutes 
of delay. This would allow us to detect the appearance of 
tsunamis soon after the event has occurred. 

2. Processing data from different sources: as a first step, we 
process historical GPS data provided by NASA, using the 
RINEX 2.0 and 2.1 format. In the second phase, we will also 
process RINEX 3.X files, allowing us to extend our research to 
the currently used satellites. In the third phase, we will process 
data from the Galileo, Glonass and other satellite networks. 

3. Tsunami detection in a single station: we will detect the 
presence and characteristics of tsunamis using data from a 
single ground-based station. 

4. Combining data from multiple stations: we determine 
tsunami location, amplitude and travelling direction based on 
multiple detections from different stations. 

IV. CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE 

IONOSPHERE 

The unit of TEC is 1 TECU, defined by . 

 1 TECU = 1016 electron / m2                         (1)�

We follow the method of [4] to calculate the TEC values. 
The main steps the method will be presented below. 

A. Calculation of Combined TEC Values 

The TEC values can be calculated from the propagation 
delay of satellite signals (see Fig. 3). In case of GPS satellites, 
the L1, L2, P1, and P2 signals can be used to measure the 
propagation delay, where: 

· L1 and L2 are the data carrier waves of satellites 

· P1 and P2 are the pseudorange measurements on L1 
and L2, respectively 

We calculate TECP using the pseudorange observations P1, 
P2, the following way:  

 TECP  = 9.52 × (P2 - P1)� (2)� �

We also calculate TECφ using carrier phase observations 
L1, L2:  

 TECφ  = 9.52 × (φ2 - φ1)� (3)� �

where φ1 and φ2 are the carrier phase observations on L1 and 
L2 respectively in distance units. 

An interesting characteristic of the TEC values calculated 
above is that TECφ is very precise but ambiguous, while TECP 
is less precise but unambiguous. We can combine these two to 
obtain the precise and unambiguous TECcomb, the combined 
TEC value, as the weighted average of TECφ and TECP based 
on a time frame. We calculate the TEC values in every 30 secs, 
when a satellite is in range of the station. 

B. Mapping between Slanted and Vertical TEC values 

The calculation above gives us the slanted TEC value, 
measured along the propagation path of the signal from the 
satellite to the receiver. We can calculate the vertical TEC 
value of the ionosphere using trigonometric equations, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The ionosphere is modeled as a single layer 
having a thickness of h from the ground to its highest point. 
Signals form the satellite enter the ionosphere at the pierce 
point. The signal suffers propagation delay due to the total 
electron content along its path in the ionosphere. The Ii

slant, the 
slanted TEC value is calculated from this propagation delay. 
The Ii

verticalt, the vertical TEC value at the pierce point can be 
calculated using a trigonometric relationship between RE, the 
Earth radius, h, the height of the ionosphere, Ii

slant, the slanted 
TEC�value,�θel, the elevation angle, and the χ angle of the signal 
propagation path relative to the vertical. 



 

 

 

Fig. 3. GPS based calculation of the ionospheric TEC. Source: [5].  

The trigonometric formula for calculating the M(θel) mapping 
function is given below: 

 χ�= arcsin(cos(θel) × RE / (RE + h))  (4)�

 M(θel) = 1.0�/�cos(χ) (5)�

C. Smoothing by Kalman Filter 

 In the next step of the calculation, we smooth the vertical 
TEC values using a Kalman filter. The Kalman filter can 
predict the TEC values using a model of linear dynamic 
equations. The Kalman filter combines the TECpred values with 
the measured TECcomb values to obtain the TECfiltered values in 
such a way that the combined values tend to be more accurate 
than those based on a single measurement. As the algorithm is 
quite complex, we refer to [4] for a detailed description, 
including parameter values.  

 The Kalman filtering consist of two distinct steps. In the 
prediction step, the TECpred is calculated based on the inner 
state of the Kalman filter, along with their uncertainties. Once 
the outcome of the next measurement (necessarily corrupted 
with some amount of error, including random noise) is 
observed, these estimates are updated using a weighted 
average, with more weight being given to estimates with higher 
certainty. The algorithm is recursive. It can run in real time, 
using only the present input measurements and the previously 
calculated state and its uncertainty matrix; no additional past 
information is required.  

 In our approach, we run the prediction step of the Kalman 
filter in every 30 seconds. W run the update step in every 30 
seconds, too, but only when a satellite is in range of the station. 
We chose the closest satellite when multiple satellites are in 
range. 

D. The Main Formula 

 The calculation of the TEC value in the kth iteration, at 
tk, points in time, where k is the number of the iteration, which 
is summarized by the following formula:  

I(tk) = M(θel) × [a0(tk) + a1(tk) × dl�+ a2(tk) × dφ] + br + bs� (5)� �

where I(tk) is the calculated TEC value, a0(tk), a1(tk), a2(tk) are 
the elements of the state vector of the Kalman filter. M(θel) is 
the mapping function at θel elevation which transforms the 
slanted TEC to the vertical TEC, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
difference between the longitude of a pierce point and the 
longitude of the mean sun is denoted by dl, while dφ is the 
difference between the geomagnetic latitude of the pierce 
point and the geomagnetic latitude of the station. The latter 
can be calculated from the geodetic latitude by a simple 
formula [5]. The dl and dφ can be calculated as described in 
[5]. We use the algorithm given in [6] for  calculating the 
position of the Sun. The last additive members of the 
equations are the receiver (br) and satellite (bs) differential 
delays, representing the hardware delays occurring in the 
satellite and the receiver. We consider these delays to be 
constant within a few days. In the current implementation, we 
ignore br, as we consider only 1 station at a time. For bs we use 
data available in the IONEX files. 

V. RESULTS 

In the first phase of the project, we created a TEC 
calculation algorithm. Fig. 4 below illustrates a sample run of 
the algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Output of the TEC calculator for the Madrid station (MADR) on 
February 2, 2012. The curve with triangles indicates the θel elevation angle of 
the satellite. The curve with the squares indicates the slanted TECcomb 
values, while the curve with the squares indicates the vertical TECfiltered values, 
i.e. the output of the Kalman filter.  

 
We kept constant the measured slanted TECcomb value, while 
there was no satellite in range of the station. The Kalman filter 
produces TECfiltered, the smoothed version of the slanted 
TECcomb curve. It is also scaled by the actual value of the 
mapping function. We can observe discontinuities in both TEC 
curves,�when�the�θel elevation degree was too small. This can 
be attributed to the imprecision of the TECcomb calculation in 
case of low elevation angles. In the final version of the 
algorithm, we will take into account measurements from a lot 
more satellites, allowing us to drop the data from satellites 
having a low elevation angle, and providing a continuous and 
smooth TECfiltered,curve. This curve will be the input of the 
tsunami detection methods. 
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Abstract—The� goal� of� position� verification� is� to� prove� that�
someone�is�telling�the�truth�about�where�they�are�(using�quantum�
cryptography).�Theoretically�we�could�build�other�cryptographic�
protocols� based� on� location� verification–these� protocols� fall�
under�the�category�of�location�dependent�quantum�cryptography.�
One� distinguishing� feature� of� current� protocols� is� that� they� use�
position� as� the� only� credential� of� a� communicating� party.� This�
means�that� they�cannot� verify�who� or�what� this� communicating�
party�is�or�if�it�is�the�same�party�during�repeated�communication�
attempts.� However� in� practice� we� would� often� like� to� track�
something� (meaning� we� would� like� to� repeatedly� verify� its�
position–in�an�environment�where�a�potential�attacker�has�access�
to� its� internal� components.)� This� is� not� possible� using� current�
location�dependent� protocols.� In� this� paper�we� introduce� a� new�
protocol� that� allows� tracking�a�dataset.�Our�protocol� assumes� a�
position� verification� scheme� that� is� secure� under� reasonable�
assumptions.�It�then�uses�large�sequences�of�random�qubits�called�
a� tracker.�The�position�of� the�tracker�can�be�repeatedly�verified�
by� sacrificing�some� separable� portion�of� it�and� feeding� it� to� the�
location� verification� protocol.� Finally� we� suggest� using� some�
unitary� operation� to� mix� the� tracker� with� valuable� data.� This�
unitary� operation� should� be� chosen� in� a� way� that� an� attacker�
cannot�separate�the�valuable�information�from�the�tracker�if�she�
has� access� to� the� mixed� data.� The� tracking� also� requires� a�
sequence� of� other� unitary� operations� that� reveal� some� of� the�
tracker�bits�and�how�to�separate� them�from�the�rest�of�the�data�
while�keeping�the�rest�sufficiently�mixed.�Sacrificing�the�revealed,�
separable�portion�of�the�tracker�at�each�step�allows�us�to�perform�
the�location�verification.�

Keywords—position� verification,� quantum� cryptography,�
tracking�

I.� �INTRODUCTION�TO�POSITION�VERIFICATION�

We� often� judge� the� trustworthiness� of� people� based� on�
where�they�are.�For�example�we�hand�our�cash�and�credit�card�
over�to�the�cashier�in�shops�every�day�because�we�assume�that�
only� trustworthy� people� can� be� behind� the� cash� register.�
Similarly�a�military�report�would�be�judged�very�differently�if�
it�came�from�the�pentagon�than�if�it�came�from�a�rogue�state.�

However�telling�where�a�massage�originated�from�is�a�hard�
task�if�we�have�a�distant�communication�partner.�

The� goal� of� position� verification� is� to� prove� that� a�
communicating�party�(called�the�Prover)�is�at�the�geographical�
location�where� they� say� they�are.�This� requires� several� other�
parties� (so� called�Verifiers)� to�work� together� and� check,� and�

the� honest� Prover� to� work� with� them� and� answer� their�
questions�as�fast�as�possible.�(Generally�we�assume�that�there�
is�a�secure�channel�between�the�Verifiers–however�we�do�not�
assume�such�a�channel�between�the�Prover�and�the�Verifiers.)�

A� reasonable� approach� to� this� problem� would� be� to� use�
physics–namely�the�speed�of�light–to�verify�the�position�of�the�
honest�Prover�[1].�If�one�of�the�Verifiers�asks�a�question�from�
the�Prover�and�the�Prover�answers�it� in�less� than�T� time�with�
the� speed�of� light,� then�we�can� give�an� upper�bound�on� how�
far�the�honest�Prover�could�be�from�that�Verifier.�

If�we�knew�the�distance�from�all�the�Verifiers�at� the�same�
time� we� could� verify� the� position� of� the� honest� Prover�
(assuming�that�the�Verifiers�surround�the�Prover�in�a�sufficient�
configuration.)�However�the�problem�arises�from�making�sure�
that� it� is� indeed� the� same� communicating� party� (the� honest�
Prover)�that�answers�to�all�the�Verifiers.�

We� could� try� to� solve� this� problem� by� coordinating� the�
Verifiers.� If� they� work� together� they� can� formulate� their�
question�in�a�way�that�the�Prover�can�only�calculate�the�answer�
(given� by� some� function� f)� if� he� or� she� received� the� data�
transmitted�by�all�of�them.�If�the�Verifiers�time�their�questions�
so� that� their� transmitted� data� arrives� at� the� honest� Prover�
simultaneously,�and�the�required�answer�can�be�calculated�in�a�
negligibly� short� time,� then� the� position� of� the� Prover� can�
seemingly� be� verified� as� the� intersection� of� spheres� whose�
radius�is�the�distance�from�each�Verifier.�

However� this� approach� is� flawed.� If� several� Attackers�
work�together�positioning�themselves�near�each�Verifier,�then�
each� Attacker� can� independently� calculate� the� answer� by�
listening� to� the� question� coming� from� all� the� Verifiers� and�
sending� the� answer� to�one�particular�Verifier�whom� they� are�
supposed� to� trick.� The� Verifiers� have� no� way� of� discerning�
whether�the�answer�came�from�one�single�honest�Prover�who�
is�at�the�alleged�location�or�from�several�coordinated�attackers.�

This� means� that� there� is� no� classical� way� of� performing�
position�verification.�Note�however�that�this�attack�is�based�on�
the�fact�that�classical�data�can�be�copied�arbitrarily�many�times�
(each�Attacker�has�to�receive�a�copy�of�the�data�transmitted�by�
each�Verifier).�

This�is�not�the�case�for�quantum�information:�the�so�called�
no� cloning� theorem� [2]� [3]� states� that� an� unknown� qubit�
(singular� unit� of� smallest� quantum� information)� cannot� be�
copied.� This� could� lead� us� to� naively� assume� that� quantum�
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location� verification� is� secure.� Although� this� is� true� against�
classical� attacks� [4]� [5]� we� have� to� account� for� quantum�
attacks�as�well.�The�problem� in�the�quantum�case�arises�from�
the� fact� that� even� though� there� is� only� a� single� copy� of� a�
quantum� bit� that� copy� might� not� be� localized� in� space.� The�
class�of�attacks�exploiting�this�are�called�teleportation�attacks.�

Without�going� into�technical�details�we�only�mention� that�
there� is� a� universal� teleportation� attack� [5]� [6]� that� works�
against� every� quantum� position� verification� protocol,� and� in�
some�cases�this�is�the�best�known�attack.�However�this�attack�
is� grossly�inefficient:� the�resources� that� the�Attackers� require�
are� exponential� as� function� of� the� resources� required� in� the�
honest� case.� (Resources� during� the� attack� mean� number� of�
qubits�bandwidth�and�computational�capacity–while�resources�
in�the�honest�case�mean�the�number�of�qubits�passed�between�
the�honest�Prover�and�Verifiers�and�therefore�bandwidth.)�

The� consequence� of� this� is� that� some� quantum� protocols�
are�thought�to�be�secure�under�the�following�conditions:�a)�the�
Attackers�have�bounded�resources�and�b)�it�is�possible�to�use�
sufficiently�large�sequences�of�qubits�in�the�honest�case.�

(Note�however�that�at�this�point�there�is�no�proof�that�there�
are�protocols�in�which�case�the�universal�attack�is�optimal–it�is�
simply�the�best�known�attack�so�far�in�some�cases.�However�in�
the�following�part�of�the�paper�we�are�going�to�assume�that�the�
general� conclusion� holds:� that� there� is� some� position�
verification� protocol� in� which� case� the� all� attacks� can� be�
prevented�if�the�verification�uses�sufficiently�large�amount�of�
qubits�and�the�Attackers�have�limited�resources.)�

II.� LOCATION�DEPENDENT�CRYPTOGRAPHY�

Several� new� protocols� can� be� based� on� position�
verification.� For� example� if� position� verification� is� possible�
then�it� is�also�possible�to�construct�a�bit�commitment�scheme�
[7]� that� relies� on� it,�which� in� turn� can� serve� as� the�basis� for�
coin� tossing� between� mistrustful� parties,� digital� signature,�
oblivious�transfer�and�two-party�secure�computation�[7].�

However�the�goal�of�position�verification�is�nothing�more�
than� to� authenticate� the� location� of� a� distant� communicating�
party.�In�essence�it�uses� the�location�as�the�only�credential�of�
this� party–we� do� not� care� who� sits� behind� the� bullet� proof�
glass�at�a�bank�or�who�sent�the�order�from�the�Pentagon.�The�
very�fact�that�they�can�enter�these�secure�locations�means�they�
are�trustworthy.�

This� approach�may� be� useful� in� certain� cases� however� it�
limits� other� use� cases–like� tracking� something.� In� essence�
tracking� would� mean� that� we� have� to� repeatedly� verify� the�
location�of�some�object�but�with�position�verification�nothing�
ensures� that� it� is� the� same� object� whose� position� we� keep�
verifying.�

A� notable� exception� from� this� can� be� found� in� [8].�
However�that�protocol�assumes�that�the�tagging�device�that�we�
are� tracking� cannot� be� opened� and� examined� by� an� attacker.�
This�is�a�strong�restriction�which�is�not�necessarily�realistic.�

III.�USING�RANDOM�DATA�AS�A�TRACKER�

This� section� introduces� the� concept� of� tracking� random�
data.� In� the� next� section� we� will� expand� on� the� concepts�
introduced�here�and�examine�how� to�mix� some�valuable�data�
with�the�random�data�and�track�the�mixture�of�the�two.�

To�track�data�first�we�have�to�fill�a�quantum�memory�with�

random� data� Q .� This� random� data� is� kept� secret� and� it’s�

only�known�by�the�Verifiers.�It�should�be�sufficiently�large�to�
be� impervious� to� a� general� teleportation� attack�and� it� should�
also�be�in�a� state�that� is�protected�by� the�no-cloning� theorem�
against�classical�attacks.�

From�now�we�are�going�to� refer� to� this� random�data� Q �

as� a� tracker.�We� can� trace� the� movements� of� the� tracker� by�
repeatedly� splitting� it� to�a�bigger�and�smaller�part,�and�using�

the� smaller� q˘ � portion� to� perform� the� position� verification�

(while�keeping�the�bigger� Q˘ �portion�to�serve�as�the�tracker�

for�the�next�round.)�

The�details�of�this�process�are�described�below:�

Step� 1.:� The� honest� Prover� who� carries� the� quantum�
memory� announces� his� or� her� position,� speed� and� heading.�
The�Verifiers� receive� this�message�and�calculate� how� long� it�
would�take�for�a�signal�that�propagates�at�the�speed�of�light�to�
reach�the�Prover’s�position�from�their�location.�

Step�2.:�The�Verifiers�coordinate�amongst�themselves�and�
choose� a� suitable�moment� when� they� issue� a� question� to� the�
Prover.�This�question�takes�the�form�of�some�unitary�operation�
U,�and�some�additional� instructions�necessary� to�perform� the�
position� verification.� The� purpose� of� this� U� operation� is� to�
split�the�tracker.�

Therefore� this�U� operation�must�be� chosen� in� a�way� that�
performing�U� on� the� tracker� produces� two� separable� states:�

one�smaller�qubit� string� q˘ � (that� is� still�sufficiently�long�to�

be� resistant� to� a� general� teleportation� attack)� and� a� longer�

random�qubit�string� Q˘ �(that�will�serve�as�the�tracker�for�the�

next�round�of�the�protocol).�

� qQQU ˘Ä˘= � (1)� �

There� are� some� further� considerations� for� choosing� U:�

First� of� all� U� must� produce� the� two� Q˘ � and� q˘ � qubit�

strings�in�such�a�way�that�they�remain�protected�from�attacks.�
This�means�that�they�should�be�long�enough,�remain�unknown�
to� anyone� except� the� Verifiers� and� remain� in� a� state� that�
prevents�classical�attacks.�

Secondly�U� must� be� an� operation� that� can� be� performed�
virtually� instantaneously� (so� that� it�doesn’t� interfere�with� the�
position�verification).�



Thirdly� q˘ �(and�therefore�U)�must�be�hard�to�predict.�U�

should�be�randomly�selected�from�a�large�number�of�candidate�

Uc� operations� that� that� produce� sufficiently� different� c
q˘ �

states� to� ensure�security.�Naturally� the�different�U�operations�
throughout� the� different� iterations� should� be� chosen�
independently� and� with� great� care.� (Remember� that�

c
q˘ depends�not�just�on�Uc,�but�on� Q �as�well.�Just�because�

Uc� candidates� produce� different� c
q˘ � states� in� one� particular�

iteration� does� not� automatically�mean� that� they�will� produce�
different�ones�in�the�next�iteration.)�

Fourthly� whenever� a� random� choice� has� to� be� made� the�
random� number� generators� producing� that� choice� must� be�
cryptographically�secure.�

And�finally,�the�Verifiers�must�be�able�to�efficiently�update�
their�knowledge�about�the�tracker�in�light�of�U.�

Step�3.:�The�Verifiers�transmit�their�question�in�such�a�way�
that�the�Prover�have�to�know�the�messages�sent�by�all�Verifiers�
to�perform�the�operation�U.�

Step�4.:�The�honest�Prover�receives�the�question,�performs�
the� operation� U.� He� or� she� then� executes� the� position�

verification�as�instructed,�sacrificing� q˘ � in� the�process.�The�

Prover�then�sends�an�answer�to�the�Verifiers.�

Step� 5.:� The�Verifiers� receive� the� answer� and� verify� that�
the� honest� Prover� is� indeed� at� the� position� where� he� or� she�
claims�to�be.�

At� this� point� the� protocol� can� be� iterated� repeating� the�
steps� from�step�1�until�the� entire� tracker� is�used�up�(meaning�

that� Q˘ � becomes� too� small� and� therefore� it� is� no� longer�

protected�against�a�general�teleportation�attack.)�

This� means� that� the� position� of� the� tracker� can� only� be�
verified� a� finite� amount� of� times,� and� the� tracker� is�
progressively�used�up�in�the�process.�

As�an�additional�remark:�here�we�assume�that�all�qubits�of�

Q � are� necessary� to� compute� q˘ .� This� however� is� not�

necessarily� the� case.� Using� only� a� subset� of� the� tracker’s�
qubits� may� reduce� the� necessary� computational� power,� and�
therefore�the�time�to�perform�U.�However�the�drawback�of�this�
approach�is�that�it�weakens�security:� if�some�of�the�qubits�are�

removed�from� Q �and�they�happen�to�be�the�ones�that�are�not�

required� to� compute� q˘ ,� then� the� alteration� remains�

undetected�during�that�round�of�the�position�verification.�

IV.�MIXING�VALUABLE�DATA�WITH�A�TRACKER�

As� we� saw� in� the� previous� section� the� tracker� is�
progressively� used� up� during� the� repeated� verification�
iterations.�This�means�that�valuable�data�should�not�be�used�as�
a�tracker.�In�this�section�we�are�going�to�introduce�the�concept�
of� mixing� valuable� data� with� a� tracker.� During� the� tracking�
only�the�tracker�will�be�used�up.�

In� this� case�before�we�start� the� iterations� there� should� be�
some�preparation.�

Step�0.1.:�The�valuable�data� D �should�be�encrypted�as�

D˘ � and� stored� in� a� quantum� memory.� The� rest� of� the�

memory� should� be� filled� with� random� qubits� R .� The�

encryption� should� be� chosen� in� a� way� that� the� encrypted�

random� data� D˘ � is� indistinguishable� from� random� qubits.�

(Otherwise� if� there� is� sufficient� pattern� in� the� encrypted�

valuable� data� D˘ � to� distinguish� it� from� the� tracker,� an�

attacker� might� be� able� to� separate� the� tracker� from� the�
valuable�data.)�

Step�0.2.:�The�Verifiers�should�choose�a�secret�V0�unitary�
operation� that� mixes� the� encrypted� valuable� data� and� the�
tracker.�

� ( ) QRDV =Ä˘0 � (2)� �

This�should�be�done�in�a�way�that�only�the�Verifiers�know�

how�to�restore�the�valuable�data�from� Q .�

From� here� the� tracking� protocol� continues� similarly� to�
what�has�been�introduced�in�section�III.�The�only�difference�is�
that�U�must�be�chosen�in�a�way�that�preserves�the�integrity�of�
the�valuable�data.�

Step�1.:�The�honest�Prover�announces�his�or�her�position,�
speed�and�heading.� The�Verifiers� calculate� the� response� time�
assuming�communication�with�the�speed�of�light.�

Step�2.:�The�Verifiers�coordinate�amongst�themselves�and�
choose�a�unitary�operation�U,�and�some�additional�instructions�
necessary�to�perform�the�position�verification.�The�purpose�of�
this�U�operation�is�to�split�some�bits�of�the�tracker�off�from�the�
rest�of�the�data:�

� qQQU ˘Ä˘= � (3)� �

U� must� be� chosen� in� a� way� that� addresses� the� proper�
security�concerns�and�speed�requirements.�(See�section�III.)�

Additionally�U�must�be�chosen�in�a�way�that�the�Verifiers�
are� able� to� compute� a� unitary� operation� V-1� that� makes� it�

possible� to� restore� the� encrypted� valuable� data� D˘ � from�

Q˘ :�

� RDQV ˘Ä˘=˘-1
� (4)� �

where� R˘ �represents�the�unused�tracker�qubits.�



Generally� this� V-1� will� be� different� during� each� iteration�
and�it�should�be�sufficiently�hard�to�guess�for�an�attacker�every�
time.�

Step�3.:�The�Verifiers�transmit�their�question.�

Step�4.:�The�honest�Prover�receives�the�question,�performs�

the� position� verification� as� instructed,� sacrificing� q˘ � in� the�

process.�

Step� 5.:� The� Verifiers� receive� the� answer� and� verify� the�
position.�

The�protocol�can�be�iterated�repeating�the�steps�from�step�1�
until� the�entire� tracker�is�used�up,�or� it�becomes�necessary� to�
separate� the� tracker� from� the�valuable�data.�At� that� point� the�
Verifiers�reveal�V-1.�

V.� CONCLUSIONS�

In� this�paper,�we�present� a�method� for� tracking�a�dataset.�
This�method�is�based�on�position�verification�and�assumes�that�
there� exists� a� position� verification� scheme� that� is� secure�
against� an� attacker�with� limited� capabilities� if� the�number� of�
qubits�used�for�the�verification�is�large�enough.�

Based� on� this� assumption,� we� suggest� mixing� encrypted�
valuable�data�with�a�random�tracker.�Position�verification�can�
be� repeatedly� performed� by� splitting� off� some� part� of� the�
tracker� and� performing� the� position� verification� with� the�
resulting�qubits.�

The�position�can�be�verified�over�and�over�until�either�the�
tracker�is�completely�used�up�or�the�encrypted�valuable�data�is�
restored.�
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Abstract—Radar  images  acquired  by  space-borne  SAR

(Synthetic  Aperture  Radar)  instruments  have  been  used
extensively by the scientific community  for  biomass estimation,
surface  deformation  mapping  and  monitoring,  land  cover
classification,  flood  mapping  in  the  last  twenty  years.  The
availability of SAR scenes, however, was limited until the launch
of the Sentinel-1 A and B satellites in 2014 and 2016, that ushered
in a new age of SAR remote sensing, thanks to the open access
data policy of the Copernicus Earth Observation Program of the
EU.  Sentinel-1  IWS  (Interferometric  Wide  Swath)  SAR
acquisitions provide wide area coverage and ensure short revisit
times  (6  days  in  Europe,  12+  days  outside  of  Europe).
One of  the  main  usages  of  SAR images  is  the interferometric
processing, that yields so-called interferograms that contain the
phase differences between two SAR scenes. The interferometric
phase  is  the  combination  of  different  phase  terms  including
surface  deformation  (if  present),  atmospheric,  ionospheric,

topographic,  noise.  The  accurate  estimation  and separation of
these  terms  allow  the  analysis  of  the  (geo)physical  and
geodynamic  processes  related  to  the  origin  of  the  phase
components.
We  wish  to  demonstrate  that  it  is  possible  to  separate  the
aforementioned phase components and use the resulting phase to

study geodynamic and atmospheric phenomena such as landslide
evolution (with the help of corner reflectors), large scale surface
deformation trends in the Transylvanian Basin, change of water
vapour  content  in  the  atmosphere  and  ionospheric  electron
content variations.

Keywords—InSAR;  remote  sensing;  earth  observation;

geodynamics; atmosphere monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic  Aperture  Radar  (SAR)  images  acquired  by
ground-based  instruments,  airplanes  and  satellites  can  be
processed and utilized to carry out different kinds of analysis.
The SAR antenna on the platform transmits electromagnetic
electromagnetic  (EM)  microwave  signal  and  detects  the
returned signal reflected from the target object(s). The product
of  raw  data  processing  is  a  focused,  so-called  Single  Look
Complex  (SLC),  image  that  possesses  excellent  spatial
resolution (20 m × 5 m sized pixels are typical in the case of
Low  Earth  Orbit  C-band  (5.405  MHz)  SAR  satellites)  and
contains the amplitude and phase of the reflected signal using
complex numbers.

An interferogram can be formed by subtracting the phase of
a  so-called  slave  SLC  from  a  reference  (master)  SLC

(multiplying the complex pixels of the master SLC with the
complex  conjugate  of  the  slave  pixels).  The  resulting
interferometric phase is a combination of multiple phase terms:

FIFG�=�Fdefo.�+�Fatmo.�+�Ftopo.�+�Forbit�+�Fnoise (1)

where

• FIFG is the phase of the interferogram,

• Fdefo. is the phase caused by surface deformation, that
occurred between the  two  SAR acquisitions,  in the
Line-of-Sight (LOS) direction,

• Fatmo. is the phase caused by the change in atmospheric
microwave propagation speed,

• Ftopo. is the phase due to topography,

• Forbit  is  the  phase  from  errors  of  the  orbital  state
vector,

• Fnoise  is noise from residual phase terms, that cannot
be modeled.

In  order  to  investigate the  underlying physical  processes
that cause the emergence of different phase terms, the terms
themselves  have  to  be  separated.  This  can  be  done  using
atmospheric  models  to  calculate  Fatmo.,  low-  or  high-pass
filtering  in  time  and/or  space  and  other  methods.  Once  the
separate  phase  terms  are  estimated  adequately,  phase
unwrapping  [1,2]  (i.e.  the  determination  of  integer  number
phase  cycles,  which  added  to  the  wrapped  phase  yield  the
continuous unwrapped phase) needs to be carried out.

Let’s  assume  that  all  the  phase  terms  except  Fdefo. are
eliminated somehow using assumptions or external data sets
then  the  surface  displacement  can  be  calculated  from  the
unwrapped deformation phase as follows:

ddefo. = (l / 4 p) Fdefo., unwrapped. (2)

where  l is the wavelength of the radar wave.

Using multiple interferograms formed from multiple SLC
images  it  is  possible  to  reconstruct  the  phase  deformation
history  of  the  area  that  is  covered  by  the  SLC images  and
calculate the mean LOS deformation velocity of each pixel.
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The methods that are related to such kind of processing are
collectively  called  InSAR  (interferometric  SAR)  processing
(methods).

In the following section the SAR datasets that were used
and  the  processing  strategies  employed  to  derive  surface
displacement  time-series,  mean  surface  velocities,  integrated
water  vapor  (IWV)  and  ionospheric  Total  Electron  Content
(TEC) variations will be presented.

II. PROCESSING OF SAR DATASETS AND THE DESCRIPTION

OF RESULTS

A. Mapping surface displacement based on natural scatterers

Sentinel-1 offers the determination of deformation data at
a  far  greater  level  of  granularity  compared  to  traditional
geodetic  techniques.  The  frequent  revisit  time  of  the  twin
satellites  enables  the  user  to  capture  the  dynamics  of  the
ongoing  processes.  To  demonstrate  the  performance  of
Sentinel-1  radar  interferometry  in  deformation  monitoring
some preliminary results related to our lithosphere dynamics
project are presented. The project aims for the observation and
modeling one of the tectonically most interesting part of the
European  lithospheric  plate,  the  Carpathian  subduction.
Several  geodynamical  processes  are  ongoing  here:  active
seismicity,  volcanism  associated  with  the  subduction,
significant gas emanations of post volcanic activity and salt
tectonics influenced by the increase of heat flow of volcanism
and seismicity.

Our first results are  based on Sentinel-1 [3] SAR scenes
(S1A descending track, 105 scenes, multi-baseline processing)
covering 3.5 years, shown in Fig. 1. and Fig. 2., clearly shows
the deformation of the largest salt extrusion (Praid). The salt
bodies in the southern part of the salt extrusion show motion
away from the satellite at rates of 3-4 cm/yr. The deformation
of  surface  salt  is  governed  by  the  change  of  its  physical
parameters  (viscosity)  which is  influenced  by local  weather
conditions  (meteoric  water,  variation  of  temperature).
Detecting tectonically related tiny deformations – shaking due
to earthquakes – requires highly reliable scatterers which are
lacking especially in northern part of the salt dome, where no
phase-stable  natural  scatterer  was  identified.  Artificial
benchmarks (see next section) can remedy this obstacle.

B. Monitoring the displacement time-series of benchmark 

reflector networks

Several  reflector  networks  were  deployed  in Hungary  to
investigate  the  surface  displacements  of  a  certain  area  of
interest where beforehand InSAR measurements have failed to
properly  estimate  surface  displacement  time  series.  These
networks are made up of 4 or 5 previously mentioned artificial
radar  reflector  benchmarks.  Each  benchmark  contains  two
reflectors  oriented  towards  the  ASC and DSC satellite  LOS
directions  and  an  adapter  for  GNSS  and  leveling
measurements.  Sentinel-1  A  and  B  [3]  ascending  and
descending  SAR  acquisitions  were  processed  covering  the
network, located at a settlement (Dunaszekcső) along the loess
banks  of  the  River  Danube.  A  single  benchmark  with  the
GNSS  receiver  can  be  seen  in  Fig.  3.  The  reflectors  were
located  inside  the  SAR  images  and  their  ascending  and

descending line-of-sight  (LOS)  deformation  time-series  were
derived  and  combined  with  GNSS  measurements  using
Kalman filtering [4] to estimate 3D surface displacement time-
series.

The resulting 3D time-series  can  be seen  in Fig.  4. The
deformations  are  relative  to  a  single  reference  reflector
benchmark  (IB1).  The  3  moving reflectors  (IB2,  IB3,  IB4)
show a very similar deformation pattern. All 3 benchmarks are
subsiding and moving eastward with roughly the same vertical
deformation rate. The eastward motion almost halts  from the
start of 2017 for approximately 3 months. This pause in motion
can  be  most  likely  attributed  to  the  weather  of  the  winter
season.

C. Estimation of Integrated Water Vapor maps using InSAR

Several  SAR scenes  covering  the  Dunaszekcső  network
were  processed  to  calculate  integrated  water  vapor  values
(IWV). For the calculation of IWV values it was assumed that
the covered area was not affected by deformation (except for
the  area  affected  by  landslide  movements)  and  that  the
contribution of pressure and temperature profile changes to the
change in EM wave propagation velocity was negligible.

Since  InSAR  can  only  measure  differences  in  surface
position,  atmospheric  EM  wave  propagation  velocity,  an
additional constraint is needed to calculate the absolute values.
In the case of IWV estimation this constraint was provided by
the ECMWF ERA-Interim (ERA-I) [5] weather model.

First the average zenith wet delay (ZWD) was calculated at
the model grid points,  then the ZWD values  were  projected
onto the LOS direction  (slant-range)  and interpolated  to the
positions of the SAR pixels. This processing step was carried
out for all SAR scene acquisition dates using the ERA-I model.
Finally  the  temporal  average  of  the  slant-range  wet  delay
(SWD) values were computed and used as a constraint for the
calculation of  absolute  wet  delays  at  every  SAR pixel.  The
resulting  SWD  values  were  projected  back  into  the  zenith
direction (converting them into ZWD values) and IWV values
were estimated using the following equations:

ZWD / IWV�=�10-8�(k2 – (Rd / Rw)k1 + (k3 / Tm)) Rw (3)

Tm = 70.2 + 0.72 Ts (4)

where

• Ts  is the surface temperature,

• Rd  , Rw, k1  ,  k2  and k3 are experimental constants [6, 7
8].

Equation (3) was derived by Saastamoinen [9] and (4) by
Bevis et al. [10].

The preprocessing  of the  SAR images  was  done by  the
Gamma  software  [11]  and  the  time-series  analysis  by  the
StaMPS software [12] both in the case of reflector deformation
monitoring and the IWV estimation.

The estimated IWV values can be seen in Fig. 5. The IWV
values mainly contain large wavelength components which are



only disturbed by high frequency components in the case of the
first date (Fig. 5.1. - 2016.12.05.). These components may be
the  result  of  a  turbulent  region,  that  was  present  in  the
troposphere when the SAR image was taken.

D. Calculation of slant range ionospheric TEC differences

The Earth’s  ionosphere  is  a  dispersive  medium for  EM
waves, the propagation delay depends on its frequency. Using
two carrier frequencies in GNSS enables to estimate the phase
delay.  A similar  approach  can be used for SAR systems  by
filtering  the  phase  to  create  interferograms  of  spectral  sub-
bands (split-beam technique, Meyer et al. [13], Gomba et al.
[14]).  Ionospheric  phase delay is inversely  proportional  with
frequency,  therefore  its  effect  is  more  pronounced  for  low-
frequency  L-band (20 cm wavelength)  systems.  Based  on a
previous publication of Wegmüller et al., 2018 [15], where the
authors describe a new method for calculating the ionospheric
phase  from  SLC  SAR  scenes,  acquired  by  the  PALSAR-1
satellite,  we  have  carried  out  calculations  described  in  the
article  to  estimate  the  ionospheric  phase  component  of  the
interferogram.

Using the ionospheric phase we derived the TEC change
between  the  two  scenes  (2009.03.28.–2009.06.28.)  as
described in Meyer et al., 2006 [13]:

Fiono = [(4p K) / (cf0)] DTEC (5)

where 

• Fiono is the ionospheric phase,

• K = 40,31 m3s-2 is a constant,

• c is the speed of light in vacuum,

• f0 is the radar center frequency (1270 MHz in the case
of PALSAR-1) and

• DTEC is  the slant  range TEC change  between  two
SAR scenes.

We applied the processing steps using the Gamma software
[11].

The estimated  DTEC values are presented in Fig. 6. The
span of the TEC changes is approximately in the reasonable 1
TECU range (1 TECU = 1016 electron  / m2) from -0.8 to 0.2
TECU. The  DTEC values appear to be somewhat  correlated
with topography which may be a deterministic effect, similarly
to  how  the  non-dispersive  tropospheric  phase  term  can  be
correlated with topography.

III. DISCUSSION

The previous four examples demonstrate that space-borne
SAR  interferometry  can  be  used  for  a  wide  variety  of
applications. The main use for Sentinel-1 A and B images is
the monitoring and mapping of surface deformation caused by
natural and  anthropomorphic processes. It  is also possible to
derive  quantities  of  different  atmospheric  variables  (water
vapor,  pressure,  temperature,  electron  content)  integrated  in
satellite slant-range and projected the unto to vertical direction.

Although  Sentinel-1  SAR  images  are  less  sensitive  to
ionospheric  effects  than  PALSAR-1  scenes,  due  to  the
difference  in  carrier  frequencies,  the  method  described  in
Wegmüller et al., 2018 [15], can be used to reliably estimate
the  ionospheric  phase  term  caused  by  TEC  changes  in  the
upper atmosphere and provide long-term time-series of vertical
TEC  changes  covering  large  areas.  These  additional
atmospheric  quantities  enable  the  long  term  analysis  of  the
troposphere–ionosphere  system  and  possibly  uncover  the
nature of their interactions.
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Fig. 1 Mean displacement velocities in radar coordinates, derived 

from Sentinel-1 SAR scenes, near the settlement of Praid in 

Transylvania. Significant movements can be discovered at the 

flanks of the salt dome.

Fig. 2. Line-of-sight deformation time-series of a selected pixel, 
located on the flank of the Praid salt dome. The deformation is 
dominated by a linear signal with the mean displacement velocity 

of -5 cm/yr.

Fig 4. 3D displacement time-series of reflector benchmarks derived 

from Sentinel-1 and GNSS measurements.

Fig. 5. Integrated Water Vapor values calculated using Sentinel-1 A/
B SAR images and the ECMWF ERA-Interim weather model. The 
dates of each scene respectively: 1 – 2016.09.24., 2 – 2016.10.06., 

3 – 2016.10.16., 4 – 2016.10.24., 5 – 2016.12.30., 6 – 2016.12.05.

Fig. 6. Total Electron Content (TEC) changes between 2009.03.28. 
and 2009.06.28. derived from PALSAR-1 images, created above 
the Yamagochi Prefecture Japan. The TEC changes are relative to 

the upper left corner of the SAR scene. The TEC change values are 
in TEC units, 1 TECU = 1016 electron / m2. The grayscale 
background image is the SAR backscatter intensity image of the 

2009.03.28. scene.

Fig. 3. View of a single reflector benchmark with the GNSS adapter
emplaced on the subsiding loess bank, near the settlement of 
Dunaszekcső with the River Danube in the background.
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Abstract—Monitoring network performance makes it possible 
to give an estimation or prediction on future runoff of the 
disturbing effects, so that these effects can be eliminated to a 
certain degree. This study investigates a moving interference 
source disturbing a terrestrial millimetre wave mesh network of 
5G nodes where some of the nodes have also satellite connection. 
The goal is to investigate prediction possibilities of these 
disturbing effects, keeping an eye on the fact that it is possible to 
prepare the network for known disturbances, and with that it is 
possible to decrease energy consumption of the network. 

Keywords— Satellite links, millimetre wave terrestrial mesh, 
green communication 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The radio spectrum below 6 GHz is almost fully occupied 
and will be further saturated by increasing number of IoT 
devices of 5G systems. Cognitive radio (CR), whose first 
concept was proposed in [1], is one of the most important 
emerging technologies to solve these problems. The primary 
users or incumbents in a CR system are the main owners of the 
spectrum. To avoid interference with the primary system 
secondary or opportunistic users are utilizing the free or unused 
resources in the CR environment, taking into consideration that 
the quality of service of the incumbents cannot be degraded [2]. 
However, if there are one or more non cooperating interference 
sources as secondary users of the same radio spectrum the 
quality of service (QoS) of the primary system cannot be 
guaranteed without applying appropriate techniques to reduce 
and/or avoid these disturbances. Such techniques includes 
interference elimination methods like successive [3, 4] or 
parallel interference cancellation (SIC or PIC) or other methods 
keeping the required signal to interference and noise ratio 
(SINR) for example by power adaptation of the transmitters of 
the primary system. 

The primary system under consideration in this contribution 
is a satellite connected millimetre wave terrestrial mesh 
network of access points (nodes) providing broadband content 
to the users of fifth generation (5G) mobile systems. Satellite 

links to the nodes can be used for providing broadband content 
of global interest cashed by the nodes whereas the terrestrial 
millimetre wave links distribute instantaneous information of 
local interest, therefore guarantying low latency for end users. 

This contribution deals with a moving interference source 
as secondary user disturbing a primary system of dense 
millimetre wave terrestrial mesh network where all or some of 
the nodes have also satellite connection. This incumbent 
configuration has high potential in 5G, because the densely 
deployed nodes are access points (base stations) for broadband 
services.  

Beside backhauling the 5G millimetre wave wireless mesh 
network can also be obtained as a sensor network. Any kind of 
stochastic disturbance for example a randomly moving 
interference source like a non-cooperating secondary user of 
the same spectrum in the area of the mesh cause SINR 
degradations at the nodes that are correlated in space and time, 
therefore theoretically allowing the detection and prediction of 
the disturbing effect. Using the gathered data (for example 
SINR values at the mesh receivers) an appropriate method (e.g. 
AI) for prediction of the influence of the disturbing effect could 
be applied. With proper prediction of the power of interfering 
signal it is also possible to decrease energy consumption of the 
mesh network through transmit power adaptation fulfilling the 
goal of green communication. 

The rest of the paper are organized as follows: Section II 
describes the concept of investigated primary system detailing 
the broadband content distribution method applying point-to-
multipoint (PtM) communications as in satellite broadcasting 
as well as point-to-point (PtP) connections building a 
millimetre wave mesh of 5G nodes simultaneously. Wave 
propagation assumptions and interference source model 
description are given in section III, while SINR prediction 
methods are described in section IV. Sections V introduce 
preliminary simulation results followed by concluding remarks 
in section VI. 
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Fig. 1. System architecture of Satellite Backbone Network for BFWA 
Systems and logical connections in the network in the case of Earth-space link 
diversity and BFWA diversity [5].  

II. SYSTEM CONCEPT 

In 5G concept the main goal is to build a smart, scalable 
and flexible self-organising content delivery system that is 
capable to combine PtM multicast and broadcast together with 
PtP unicast, and caching services to provide content to the end 
users of the data including not only human persons but also  
IoT devices, machines, vehicles, etc.  

The investigated primary system in this contribution consist 
of two main part, a satellite broadcast component providing 
broadband multimedia content of common interest through 
PtM type additional backbone of the second, terrestrial part of 
the system. The terrestrial part of the investigated primary 
system consists of PtP connected millimetre wave wireless 
mesh of access points (nodes) of the 5G system.  

The main goal of this contribution is to investigate and 
predict the influences caused by a non-cooperating terrestrial 
secondary user stochastically disturbing the primary system. 

A. Satellite Broadcast 

The concept of the investigated primary system architecture 
has some similarities with the architecture of broadband fixed 
wireless access (BFWA) system with satellite backbone 
network investigated in our previous work [5] and depicted in 
Fig. 1. The main difference between the two systems is in 
terrestrial part; instead of the base stations (BS) of a BFWA 
network some of the access points (nodes) of a 5G millimetre 
wave wireless terrestrial mesh network are connected to the 
ground segment of the satellite broadcasting system providing 
broadband content of common interest. 

By large number of users and/or IoT devices of common 
interest point to multipoint (PtM) broadcasting the same 
multimedia content, emergency messages and software 
updates, etc. has the significant advantage compared to the 
point to point (PtP) delivery system because the enormous 
reduction in system resource requirements (e.g. occupied 
spectrum, frequency reuse) due to the absence of interferences 
between PtP links [6]. 

It was stated by several players in Next Generation Mobile 
Network (NGMN) 5G Initiative that broadcast should be 
considered as an important part of the future 5G networks [7]. 
In addition to the traditional terrestrial or satellite PtM services 
like broadcasting television and/or radio (e.g. digital audio 

broadcast, DAB) 3GPP already extend the PtM potentiality of 
4G LTE by adopting the concept of enhanced Multimedia 
Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) [8]. PtM broadcast and 
multicast could also be an important enabler for flexible and 
cost effective content delivery system in the new 5G radio 
access and core networks providing not only broadband 
multimedia services to the end users of common interest, but 
eMBMS is also foreseen for vehicular and IoT devices as well 
as for machine type communications.  

Services like software or operating system updates of 
immense number of the same type of IoT devices, live and 
linear multimedia content such as running commentary of sport 
events with additional virtual reality content delivery to the 
massive� number� of� viewer’s� 5G� smartphones� implies� the�
advantages of PtM broadcasting, multicasting instead of PtP 
unicast. In media and entertainment sector the advantage of 
PtM in contrast to PtP will be further immensely increased 
when virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR), ultra-high-
definition television (UHDTV), 360-degree video content 
should be provided.  

B. Terrestrial millimetre wave wireless mesh 

The trend of rapidly growing demand for mobile data 
continues for many years, therefore it is clear that future mobile 
networks (such as 5G) in urban areas will have to employ very 
small cells and much higher frequencies. When radio 
propagation issues will be overcome at millimeter wavelength 
frequencies then the available bandwidth could increase by 
several orders of magnitude, while there are large chunks of 
millimeter wavelength spectrum parts which could be allocated 
for cellular use. 

Flexible backhauling over a mesh network would provide a 
very promising and cost efficient candidate for supplying the 
densely deployed small cell stations (nodes) and connect them 
to the core network. In our investigated primary system the 
terrestrial part consists of PtP connected millimetre wave 
wireless mesh of access points (nodes) of the 5G system.  

The main goal is to investigate the reliability (measured by 
the average ratio of the disconnected nodes) of a millimeter 
wave backhauling mesh network that is foreseen in 5G 
systems. Node disconnection can occur due increasing 
interference level and/or additional attenuation caused for 
example by precipitation, especially by rain. 

In the investigated scenario the non-cooperating 
opportunistic user are mobile devices that are utilizing the same 
spectrum as the incumbents and therefore causing interference. 
The incumbents in the investigated system are the transceivers 
of a millimetre wave mesh network. 

For simplicity reason free space propagation conditions are 
assumed in a built in (urban) area with line of sight (LOS) 
conditions between the components of the millimetre wave 
mesh network considering as incumbent system as depicted in 
Fig. 2. Also in this figure the random route of the interfering 
source is depicted with blue line assuming a street model like 
the Manhattan model. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Satellite PtM broadcasting and terrestrial wireless PtP mesh (green 
lines) as incumbent primary system and a moving (blue route) interference 
source as a non-cooperating opportunistic user of the same spectrum in a built 
in area 

III. WAVE PROPAGATION AND INTERFERENCE ASSUMPTIONS 

A. Propagation assumptions  

Free space propagation is assumed, where the path 
attenuation can be expressed as the function of path length D, 
wavelength λ and the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, GT 
and GR: 

 (1) 

The interfering radio sources are taken into account with 
their contribution to the local received radio power as 
unwanted sources at each nodes of the terrestrial part of the 
primary system. If their frequency range is the same or close to 
the frequency band of the desired signal, they appear as 
disturbing sources. The reason of the degradation is based on 
the applied system structure: all of the transmitters are 
operating on the same frequency. In the investigated system the 
primary transmitters are low power devices with small service 
area.�Because� the� incumbent’s� radio� system� is� designed�with�
the knowledge of the exact transmitter locations, this system 
can be optimized for low interference conditions over the 
desired service area. For such topology by using (1) the 
attenuation over any path or the received power at any location 
can be calculated and the ratio of the desired and the interfering 
signal powers results the signal to interference ratio map of the 
service area of the investigated system. The quality of service 
for the incumbents is determined by the SINR at the receiver 
location.  

The desired signal power PS can be determined for the 
terrestrial point to point LOS connections with (2), where PT is 
the power of the transmitter given in [dBm] to which the 
incumbent receiver is actually connected: 

, 
(2) 

where GT and GR are the antenna gains of the transmitter 
and receiver respectively, D is the PtP link length of the 
terrestrial wireless mesh, and λ is the wavelength.  

B. Interference source model assumptions  

Constant transmit power of the moving interference source 
is assumed, however, the interfering power PIN at the receivers 
of the incumbent system will be varying in time due to the 
movement of their source, therefore signal-to-interference ratio 
(SIR) is also time varying:  

 
  (3) 

Constant seed of the moving interference source are also 
assumed following a random street route in a built in area as 
depicted in Fig. 2. For simplicity reason omnidirectional 
antenna and constant radiated power level of the moving 
interferer are considered. Because – also for simplicity – 
multipath propagation is not taken into account the moving 
interferer will cause interference for a receiver of the 
incumbent millimetre wave mesh network if LOS exists 
between them. Supposing a receiver of the incumbent system at 
the coordinates (xS, yS) and an instantaneous position of the 
moving interference source (xIN(t), yIN(t)), the instantaneous 
distance can be simply calculated as 

���� = √(�� − ������)
2
+ (�� − ������)

2
. (4) 

Due to the movement, the level of the received interference 
power will also vary and depends on the instantaneous distance 
D(t) between the current position of the opportunistic non-
cooperating user as interference source and the receiver nodes 
of the terrestrial part of the primary system. Because the free 
space loss condition is assumed, the time variant A(t) 
attenuation of the interfering signal will be proportional to the 
square of the distance D(t) given in (4) according the last term 
in eq. (1): 

����~ [(�� − ������)
2
+ (�� − ������)

2
]. (5) 

By constant velocity of the interference source xIN(t) and 
yIN(t) are linear function of time t and therefore the received 
interference power PIN(t) follows also a quadratic function in 
time.   

Figure 3 shows the opportunistic non-cooperating user as 
moving interference source at t=200 min stopped causing very 
high interference to the closest receiver node of the incumbent 
terrestrial millimetre wave wireless mesh system. Dotted red 
line shows the interfering LOS link. The resulting SINR will be 
therefore very low (about -2 dB by this example). 
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of moving interference route and the variation of the SINR 
of the receiver installed on building located at the right upper corner.  

IV. SINR PREDICTION BY EXTRAPOLATION 

The right part of Fig. 2 shows the time function of SINR at 
the receiver installed on building located at the right upper 
corner. During non line of sight (NLOS) conditions between 
the between the actual position of the opportunistic non-
cooperating user as interference source and the receiver of the 
investigated node of the terrestrial part of the primary system 
the SINR will have its maximum value (about 17.5 dB) 
because no interfering signal is received. This can be observed 
for example in the time interval from about 130 min to 175 
min. However, as LOS conditions exists along the route of the 
moving interference source and the incumbent receiver as it 
can be observed from Fig. 3 there are intervals where the SINR 
increasing or decreasing following quadratic functions as a 
consequence of eq. (5). The SINR for example decreasing in 
the time interval from about 30 min to 60 min, and increasing 
in the time interval from about 75 min to 110 min following 
different quadratic functions in each time interval. The 
differences of the quadratic functions for the individual time 
intervals are the consequence of constant velocity of the 
moving interference source and the changing angle between the 
LOS direction and the movement direction along the route 
causing different but linear time variation of instantaneous 
position of the moving interference source xIN(t)and yIN(t) 
applied in interfering signal calculation according (5). 

The quadratic behaviour of the SINR variation will be 
utilised for prediction of the next SINR value applying 
polynomial extrapolation based on the measured SINR values. 

 

Fig. 4. Quadratic functions (blue curves) and PCHIP extrapolation (red 
curve).  

The Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial 
(PCHIP) method is applied for prediction of SINR at the next 
time step form the previously measured value by extrapolation. 
For demonstration the applied prediction method Fig. 4 shows 
three quadratic functions over three consecutive time intervals 
(-2t 3t), (3t 6t) and (6t 10t) and the PCHIP extrapolated values 
for the middle time period (3t 6t). 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure 5 presents simulation results for an interference 
source moving randomly whit constant velocity along a built in 
area street mesh model. The time variation of the simulated and 
the predicted interference level (in dBm) at the receiver of the 
investigated node of the terrestrial part of the primary system 
installed on building located at the right upper corner in Fig 2 
and 3 are depicted with green and red curves respectively. 
Good match of the prediction and the simulated values can be 
observed during LOS, however, during the transaction between 
LOS and NLOS conditions the prediction overestimates. This 
is because the quick change in the time function that cannot be 
predicted correctly by the applied PHCIP method. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Simulated (green) and predicted (red) interference level at the 
receiver installed on building located at the right upper corner caused by 
randomly moving interference source. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As primary system a smart, scalable and flexible self-
organising content delivery system that is capable to combine 
PtM multicast and broadcast together with PtP unicast, and 
caching services to provide broadband content to the end users 
was investigated composed by satellite broadcasting PtM 
backbone and a terrestrial millimetre wave wireless mesh 
network of 5G nodes. The terrestrial part of the investigated 
system, i.e. the millimetre wave wireless mesh network can 
also be exploited as a sensor network for signals stochastically 
disturbing the primary system. Any kind of stochastic 
disturbance for example a randomly moving interference 
source like a non-cooperating secondary user of the same 
spectrum in the area of the mesh cause SINR degradations at 
the nodes that are correlated in space and time, therefore 
theoretically allowing the detection and prediction of the 
disturbing effect.   

Defining an SINR threshold for incumbents of the primary 
systems where above this level their quality of service (QoS) is 
ensured, cognitive channel utilization can be foreseen without 
degrading the quality of the primary system. Our system 
presumes that the exact system topology is known by the 
incumbent users. This can be ensured by local intelligence, or 
the existence of a central entity, e.g. a cognitive manager (CM). 
An approach using this theory was published in [2] for rural 
cognitive radio environment. 



Using the gathered data of the terrestrial part of the primary 
system (for example SINR values at the mesh receivers) an 
appropriate method (e.g. AI) for prediction of the influence of 
the disturbing effect could be applied. With proper prediction 
of the power of interfering signal it is also possible to decrease 
energy consumption of the mesh network through transmit 
power adaptation fulfilling the goal of green communication. 
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Abstract—Space industry made possible for us to explore our 
universe by leaving the atmosphere of the Earth. It gives us great 
opportunities and challenges. Recruitment and motivation of the 
students can not be started too early, and of course we also need 
some appropriate methods to keep up their interest. Many people 
believe, that the best time to pass through the most knowledge to 
the students could be the secondary school age. At this age, 
students already have the basic knowledge in physics and 
mathematics that makes them able to understand more complex 
problems. In space research there are many areas, topics (e.g. 
astronomical facts, space exploration history, the ongoing 
projects in space research, future research plans and challenges) 
that are of great interest, and which are excellent for raising the 
interest and motivation of high school students for science 
courses. After a short overview of the topics and some existing 
programs, we will present a self-made program for secondary 
school students that promotes the space research for them. The 
tasks also fit the subject of physics, mathematics and geography. 
This unconventional class is interactive by involving and 
activating students. We have already presented the program in 
three different classes in a secondary school in Budapest with 
great success. We share experiences and analysis about the 
results with the audience. 

Keywords— Education, Space research, Storyline method 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

We need space researchers! The school is one of the most 
suitable places where teachers can motivate students in this 
direction. Numerous space agencies and foundations try to 
make people aware of importance of space exploration. For 
example, the NASA and the ESA pay a great deal of attention 
to the popularization of STEM and the space exploration both 
in school lessons and free time activities on their webpage.  

Physics teachers also try to find new ways individually in 
popularizing space science and space exploration among 
secondary school students. Some good examples worth 
mentioning, such as M.� Pető� [1][2]� who� built� line� tracking,�
firefighting, life-saving robots and minisatellites and 
participated in CanSat competitions with her students. A. 
Komáromi� [3][4] demonstrated some space applications in 
teaching thermodynamics and modeled a heat shield, which has 
also been shown in the Science of Stage Europe festival (a 

regular biannual event with a motto: "From teachers for 
teachers”).�Cs.�Fülöp�and�Zs.�Horváth�[5]�carried�out�an�out-of-
school project with their students on the topic of the brightness 
of�stars.�Or�Zs.�Horváth�[6]�designed�a�lesson�about�exoplanets�
and the habitable zones of stars. 

Our self-made program has been inspired by all of the 
above.  

II. THE STORYLINE METHOD 

The didactical path of our project is based on the Storyline 
method which was developed by Steve Bell and Sallie 
Harkness in Scotland [7][8]. The point of this approach is that 
there are no lessons, the children can learn with fun but guided 
to develop the ability to solve more complex problems and to 
communicate with each other in a better way. The speciality of 
this method is that the teachers create a background story for 
the course which is based on the subject of the class and the 
students solve the exercises in that given situation. Storyline is 
a teaching method involving students to help learning a subject 
matter. It is basically a series of questions leading through the 
storyline. Students create characters for the story thus adding 
their feelings and attitudes to it. This will make them interested 
in the learning subject. Their interest motivates them to do 
research on the subject and thus internalize the learning 
process. They are encouraged to apply their analytical skills 
and creativity for the storyline. This method is relevant to one 
important statement of Marisa Michelini, who is a significant 
expert� of� the� PER� (Physics� Education� Research)� “that� it� is�
necessary to create knowledge of a subject which is not static 
and� definitive,� but� in� progressive� and� continuous� evolution”�
[9]. Based on this we have created our special physics lesson.  

The backstory of our project was the popular post-
apocalyptic theme. The year is 2800 and 80 % of humanity 
gone extinct. The Earth became inhabitable due to several 
natural disasters. The students are the last space researchers in 
the world with the task to find a new livable planet. They are 
the members of Post-Apocalyptic Space Agency (PASA). 
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III. PARTICIPANTS, PRE- AND POST-TEST 

Our project was performed�in�the�Balassi�Bálint�Secondary�
Grammar School in three different classes with a total of 75 
students between the ages of 12-17. From the three classes that 
were participating in the project two of them were learning 
physics on a basic level (9th and 10th grades) and one group 
(the 7th grade) hadn't specialized yet. 

The lesson started with a survey. Here some demographic 
data were collected and some questions (pre-test) about space 
exploration were asked from students. The questions were: 

1) Which 3 words come to mind about space 
exploration? 

2) What sciences do you think are related to space 
exploration? 

3) What difficulties might astronauts encounter 
during the long journey? 

4) What is a multi-stage rocket? 

At the end of the program they filled out the same survey 
(post-test) which they got at the beginning of the lesson, so we 
could measure and evaluate the effect of the program. The 
Table I shows the exact time table of this special physics 
lesson. 

IV. THE PROJECT (PASA) 

After the survey (pre-test) the class was divided into 5 
groups. Every group could select a theme in keeping with their 
interest from the predefined ones. These themes fitted to either 
physics and mathematics or any other space-related topic. It 
was clearly perceived that the formation of the groups was the 
easiest for the youngest students. After the description of the 
task the students became greatly excited; moreover, they 
laughed at the fact that they were the last hopes of humanity.  

For every group the first exercise was the literature research 
where the students got the materials about their topics. These 
documents (Fig.1) contained questions to help them understand 
the topic, as well as a brief introduction to the exercise. Of 
course, they could use every aid they could find including their 
mobile phones with internet access. Thereafter they had to 
present their findings to the class. There were no limitations 
about the topics, they had a free hand with the content of their 
presentations. 

The groups of students were built around the following 
predefined topics: The first group, named Tatuin, was based on 
geographic knowledge. In this section the students could read 
about the aurora borealis and the environmental conditions of 
Earth. The Ikarus and Redbull groups dealt with questions in 
connection with mathematics and physics. They could learn 
about how solar cells work, the evolution of rockets and a story 
about� Elon� Musk’s� Tesla� in� space.� The� Ironman� and�
Hamburger� groups� relied� on� the� children’s� creativity.� These�
groups were created so that the children who were not 
interested in STEM could also join the program. These topics 
were about articles related to the preservation of mental and 
physical health in space or how food is different in a space 
environment. In general, the experience was that every student 
was able to choose a group they liked so they could be an 
active participant in the lesson. 

The special physics lesson had a starter kit. The starter kit 
contained handouts for the research groups. The handouts 
included articles, exercises and questions. Every student got a 
blank badge on which they could write their names. These 
materials were emblazoned with the Post-Apocalyptic Space 
Agency brand (Fig.1). 

For example, the IKARUS group got two documents. In 
Document-I the students could read about the history and 
evolution of solar cells, and the difference between the 
photovoltaic effect and the photo-electric effect was defined 
and highlighted here. Document-I finished with three questions 
referring to the energy support of the satellites, the operation 
and history of solar cells used onboard on satellites. 

TABLE I 

 
Time schedule 

Time Activity 

5 min Pre-test 

5 min 
Description of the task and 

select groups 

15 min Groupwork 

15 min Presentations 

5 min Post-test 

 

 
Fig. 1 The starter kit of the PASA project: handouts of the different 

groups, badges, pre- and post-tests. 

 



The students could find the answer for the first question in 
the handout, but it did not contain the remaining answers. 
Therefore, they had to use the internet to answer these 
questions.  

Document-II�contained�an�exercise�from�NASA’s�website.�
The students could learn about the efficiency of the solar cells 
and they could use their mathematics knowledge, especially 
their geometry knowledge. They got 3 different geometric 
shapes for the solar cells and they had to calculate the areas, the 
perimeters and the efficiencies of the solar cells (Fig.2).  

In general, this group was popular for students who liked 
mathematics and physics. They solved the exercises very well 
and quickly. Our goal with this group was to show how 
mathematics is used in space research and to develop their web 
search habits. 

V. RESULTS 

The results were formulated based on the development in 
students; awareness and knowledge between the pre- and post-
surveys, as well as the experiences during the class including 
student presentations.  

Some interesting answers from students: 

"It was good to practice teamwork and public speaking" 

“It�s�unusual,�but�interesting.�We could do it more often” 

"I am not interested in this topic, but it sparked my interest 
a bit" 

As mentioned above, one of the questions in the survey was 
about how many disciplines related to space exploration the 
students know. In the diagram, (Fig.3) blue marks the pre-
lesson survey and orange indicates the post-lesson survey 
results. 

It is worth noting that the last question (What is multi-stage 
rocket?) was the most difficult one. In the pre-test,�41��didn’t�
answer this question, but after the lesson this number decreased 
by 52% compared to the previous result.  

A question was put to the students in group Hamburger 
about long-term food storage and preservation in space to see 
how creative they could be. To my great surprise one of the 15 
groups (in the three classes) referred to the fact that we are in 
2800, and because of the technological development we should 
be able to print food by now. So, their solution was to use 3D 
printed food in space. 

For� the� group�Tatuin� I� had� the�question:� “Why� is� the�sky�
blue?”�The� answer�could�not�be� found� in� the�Document� they�
got from me; the point was to use the internet to find it. To my 
surprise none of the student could find the right answer. They 
found the same web page from the 3 million results, but they 
did not understand what they read. They copied quotes from 
famous poets who described the sky in their view. I concluded 
that the students have serious problems in information 
processing and finding a relevant answer to a question. We 
have to find a solution to this problem to stop the spread of 
hoaxes and fake news among youngsters. Also it is important 
that the students be made familiar with the English language as 
early as possible, because much useful and up to date, correct 
information can be found in English on the Internet. 

VI. SUMMARY 

To summarize the experience of the students about our 
unusual class, it was positive, and what we saw was that the 
children are open-minded about STEM and space exploration 
in general. If we can present these themes interactively and 
entertainingly, they will enjoy it and have an interest in it. We 
have to popularize space exploration in their language and 
should not be afraid to use new methods to spark interest in 
them and introduce them to a new, interesting and ever-
changing world to get out of the rut even if only for a short 
time. 

We would like to finish with this interesting quote from 
Larry Niven. 

Fig. 2 The different shapes of solar panels (Ikarus group). Source: 
http://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry 

 
Fig. 3 Diagram of the space related sciences 

 



“The�dinosaurs�became�extinct�because� they�didn�t�have�a�
space program. And if we become extinct because we don't 
have�a�space�program,�it�ll�serve�us�right�” 
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Abstract—In this phase of the constantly changing and 
developing mobile telecommunication networks, the fifth 
generation (5G) networks are the future. In the components of 
the network, which are using satellite communication, it is a 
great issue to handle the prescribed low latency because of the 
great distances and some weather-related disturbances in the 
channel. Participation in the Alphasat scientific experimentation, 
allows us to gather lots of measurement data and therefore 
information on the atmospheric impact on radio wave 
propagation in the Ka/Q frequency band. Measurements are 
showing that a different type of precipitation in the air has a 
significant impact on increasing the atmospheric attenuation. 
When it is raining, we can see a well recognizable pattern in the 
fading of the channel. In the ongoing work, we are trying to use 
artificial intelligence to recognize and classify the pattern caused 
by rainfall events. This paper describes the fundamental method, 
that we are using and the problems that we had to solve so far. 

Keywords—rain; millimeter wave; radiowave; propagation; 
neural networks 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In 2013 the Alphasat satellite was placed into orbit in the 
collaboration of the European Space Agency (ESA) and 
Inmarsat, a world-leader company in global, mobile satellite 
communications. Amongst other scientific experiments, the 
Aldo Paraboni propagation experiment [1] transmits 
unmodulated beacon signals at 19,701 and 39,402 GHz.  

 
Fig. 1. Received signal power from May 2016 

The main goal of this experiment is to study the 
atmospheric effects in Ka and Q-band in order to develop new 
propagation models and improve the existing ones. At 
BME-HVT, we receive these signals and measure the received 
signal power every second. This way we get long time series of 
data, which we can further work with. An important 
preprocessing step of the measured data is the conversion of 
received power to attenuation. That work can not be efficiently 
automated and still a significant amount of human effort is 
required. The main goal of this paper is to develop a computer-
based algorithm that may support this work by using artificial 
intelligence. 

By plotting a long enough part of this time series of data 
(Fig. 1.), we can see that the graph is not a flat line, it has 
basically two kinds of disturbances in it. Many smaller bumps 
usually with daily periods, and fewer bigger ones that are the 
fade events caused by the atmospheric effects. The smaller 
ones are due to the changing of the days and nights, which 
causes temperature deflection, and at day, the Sun is also a 
significant source of radiation. The other reason is that the 
satellite has a geosynchronous orbit, therefore the direction of 
the antennas are always changing with a period of a day. 

The bigger deviations are caused by the channel, more 
specifically the different types of precipitation in the air, but 
the atmospheric gases like water vapor and oxygen are also 
affecting the channel.  

 
Fig. 2. Marked rain events 
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When it is raining, the received power is significantly 
smaller in comparison with the measurements on a sunny day. 
The attenuation of the humid, rainy atmosphere is bigger than 
the attenuation of the relatively dry air. Therefore only by 
seeing the plotted graph of the measured time series of data, we 
can tell whether there was a rain event or not (Fig. 2.).  

The goal of satellite propagation measurements is to 
develop new and improved channel models and provide 
accurate statistical description of the radio channel. ITU-R [2] 
has a recommendation for this purpose and the development of 
the models is always an ongoing activity.  

Satellite propagation receivers are usually measure the 
received signal power, like the Alphasat station at BME-HVT 
as well. For statistical purposes the attenuation distribution is 
required, therefore the received power to attenuation 
conversion is a critical part of the system. In order to achieve 
the best result attenuation events are selected manually, 
supported by a human inspection. Our goal is to support the 
selection of the events by using artificial intelligence that may 
speed up this process. We are trying to teach a neural network 
to learn to recognize and classify the rainfall events only by 
using the measured data. A final goal is to substitute as many 
human effort as possible with the power and efficiency of a 
computer. 

II. THE METHOD 

There are many uses of neural networks and so there are 
many kinds of them as well. In order to reach our goal, we 
would need a type that is capable of learning to classify the 
input samples by sorting them into different categories 
according to the samples of the training sets and categories. 

According to the available literature the classification of the 
atmospheric-induced attenuation events has not so much 
historical background in the field of artificial intelligence; 
therefore we started our work with a research period. After we 
looked into the literature, we found that the latest release of 
MATLAB, a software toolset of MathWorks company has 
significant support and an optimal environment [3], [5] to 
achieve our goal, also providing numerous examples, 
descriptions and case studies that can be a big help to us. 

To train a neural network for a specific task several 
preparatory activities are needed. The first step was to consider, 
how many event categories we needed. For the first attempt, 
we� settled� on� having� only� two� categories� symbolizing� “rain�
events”� and� “non� rain� events”� (Fig.� 3.).� Of� course,�we� could�
have� had�more� categories,� for� example� “starting� to� rain”,�but�
first we wanted to see, if this method works, and after that we 
could do the next step. So we had to prepare the samples for 
the training. By cutting out the well recognizable rain events, 
what is left is necessarily the non rain events part. We divided 
the non rain events part into smaller segments, with a length 
corresponding to the length of the rain events.  

 Now that we had the training set of data, we had to configure 
our networks inner structure. We used a network configuration 
based on the one that was used in a very similar problem [3].  

 

Fig. 3. Rain event (up) and not rain event (down) 

There they wanted to recognize the speaker based on the 
two Japanese vowels that the nine speakers recorded before. It 
is similar to our problem in a way, that in both cases the data is 
a time sequence varying in length and the network has to 
decide based on the nature of the time series.  

For processing this kind of data, the scientific literature 
suggests [4]-[5] that we use a network that contains a layer 
called LSTM, that stands for Long Short-Term Memory layer. 
LSTM is recurrent neural network architecture, where the 
connections between the nodes are forming a directed graph 
and the dynamic behavior of the process is handled by the 
internal memory of the network. It learns long-term 
dependencies between the time steps in time series and 
sequence data. To see whether the training period was 
successful and the network learned to classify the input 
samples, we had to prepare a testing set of data as well. The 
testing set also included samples for both category, but it is 
important, that they are not the same previously used in the 
training period. After the tests show that the network is 
performing fine, we can improve, introduce new categories, 
create a sliding window that travels through the whole 
sequence of the data collected during the years and marks the 
rain events. 

III. APPLYING THE METHOD 

As mentioned before, we had several steps to make to train 
a neural network. But before we tried our method on the actual 
measured data, we wanted to see whether it is a working 
theory.  

Therefore we prepared lines and parabolic curves as 
training data representing the two actual categories: rain events 
(parabolas) and non rain events (lines). The lines varied in both 
the gradient and the point where they met the y-axis. The 
parabolas varied in the coordinates of their focus point and 
their�“openness”.�We�added�white�noise�to�the�curves,�so�they�
would be more similar to the actual data they were representing 
(Fig. 4.). 



 

 

Fig. 4. Lines (up) and parabolas (down) 

By using these generated samples, we trained a network to 
learn to distinguish between them. Then we tested it and we 
found that the learning period was successful. The network 
performed really well on the test, over 98% of the cases it 
guessed the category of the sample correctly. This confirmed 
that it is the right way to go, so we could get to preparing the 
training sets from the measured data. As mentioned before the 
rain events were easy to find and mark, the non rain events 
were collected according to the consideration that everything is 
a non rain event, which was not previously marked as rain 
event. When we had the training sets, we started to train a 
network. After waiting more than 35 hours we stopped the 
training when it was only at one fifth of the whole process 
because we found that it would take a really long time to 
complete. We figured out, that the cause of this may be that the 
data we were using has too high resolution, as it was a time 
series with measurements for every second. It made the 
samples really big and therefore slowed down to process. The 
possible solution was that we keep the measurements only for 
every minute. It made the samples more easy to handle, and as 
we can see on the illustration, it has not have a significant 
effect on the nature of the time series of data (Fig. 5.).  

 

Fig. 5. Rain event sampled by seconds (up) and by minutes (down) 

 

We trained the next network with these shortened samples, 
and now the training period finished in rationally acceptable 
time. After that, we tested the network, but the test results were 
unfortunately unacceptable. The network guessed almost 
always that the sample was a non rain event. We supposed that 
the cause of this may be that during the training period the 
numbers of the samples in the two categories were unbalanced. 
We had 91 samples of rain events and 427 of non rain events. 
In order to fix that, we created a set with equal numbers of the 
training samples from the two categories. Nevertheless after 
training a network with these balanced training set, the 
performance on the tests were not improving. 

The thing, we figured, could cause this was that the samples 
from both categories were fluctuating with relative high 
frequencies, which could hardened the network to learn to 
distinguish between them. So we filtered the samples with a 
low pass filter, similarly as it is described in [6], using the Fast 
Fourier Transform methodology. This way we have got much 
cleaner graphs by not effecting significantly the nature of the 
time series (Fig. 6.).  

 

Fig. 6. Rain event before (up) and after (down) filtering 

After the training period with these filtered samples, we 
tested the network, but the problem was still present, the 
network's guess was almost every time that the sample 
belonged to the non rain event category. 

This is the point we have gotten so far, but our work 
continues until we reach our goal. The main reason of the false 
event detection may be resulted by the non-proper selection of 
the training data. The difference between the rainy and 
non-rainy data were probably not significant enough that 
prevented the correct decision. 

IV. SUMMARY 

Our original goal was to train a network to learn to 
distinguish between the two categories of input series of data 
whether they were rain events or non rain events. To do that we 
investigated the basics of how neural networks work, tested the 
method with our own generated data and it showed that it could 
work for us. After that we started to use the original 



 

measurements to train our networks. During that we had some 
problems that we tried to solve, and we have to continue our 
work to achieve our goal. 

V. FURTHER PLANS 

As for the next step, we think that we have to look deeper 
into the inner structure of our networks in order to come up 
with a configuration that is more effective on the task we need 
them to do. It is also important to prepare more of the training 
samples for both categories. 

Another approach that worth considering is that we not 
only use the time series of the measured data as it is, but we 
calculate some additional property of them, for example the 
difference between the higher and the lower point of the 
section of the sequence. The literature suggests [7] that giving 
these additional properties as another dimension to the 
samples, it can ease the network to complete its function. 

While continuing our work we will make these steps and 
see which one helps the best. As mentioned above the long-
range goal would be to introduce new categories and 
eventually totally automatically recognize the different kinds of 
atmospheric fading events in the radio channel. 
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Abstract— The UltimaSpace Experiments started in 2016, 
when the First European Astro Pi mission was launched by ESA 
and The Raspberry Pi Foundation [1]. Teams of students from all 
ESA member states could join the competition to design and code 
their space experiments that could be selected to run on the ISS. 
The codes had to be written in python and had to match the 
mission rules, so they could be executed on the Astro Pi 
computers already placed on the station. In 2017 our code was 
selected as the only Hungarian entry to run aboard the station. 
Our experiment’s main goal was to find the weakest points of the 
Earth’s magnetic field. It was very successful. Last year we were 
planning on measuring the light pollution over Europe with the 
Astro�Pi’s�Infrared�camera,�the�use�of�which�was�prohibited� the 
previous year. Our main goal was to see whether we can 
distinguish dark sky protection areas from cities at night. 
Unfortunately, due to the massive number of submissions we 
hadn’t been selected. This year we have put the additional goal of 
proving the Earth is globular into our submission. We are in 
phase two now, we will find out if our experiment gets executed 
in April. 

Keywords— education, Astro Pi, space experiments, research-
based teaching, space generation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The UltimaSpace Experiments started in 2016, when the 
First European Astro Pi mission was launched by ESA and The 
Raspberry Pi Foundation in 2016 following the success of the 
UK Astro Pi mission in 2015 [1].�The�UK�mission’s�goal�was�
to get more students involved in programming by giving them 
a chance to get their coded experiments up in space. The 
selected experiments were run on the Astro Pi computers 
aboard the ISS.  

A. What Is an Astro Pi? 

An Astro Pi is a small computer enclosed in a flight case, 
with many different sensors that can be used to collect data. 
Each Astro Pi on the ISS has a camera module; Ed has a visible 
camera and Izzy has an infrared camera. They are based on the 
very popular Raspberry Pi mini PC [2]. Ed and Izzy have been 
sent to the station in 2015 for the UK challenge and Tim Peake 
was the British astronaut who deployed them. 

II. OUR INVOLVEMENT 

We are members of a team of Student Scientists from 
Kaposvar, Hungary. We are students of the Mihaly Tancsics 
Grammar School of Kaposvar. We do our research at the 
Student Science Laboratory of the institution.  

We first heard about the UK mission in July 2016, when on 
vacation in Great Britain. We bought the then current issue of 
the Mag Pi magazine and read about the mission there. After 
our vacation, in October 2016 we saw the announcement of the 
European Astro Pi mission in the Raspberry Pi Weekly 
newsletter. We were excited and jumped on the opportunity 
immediately.  

We had to submit our initial idea by the end of October. 
Our idea�was� to� find� out� if� the� region� of� the� “South�Atlantic�
Anomaly”�can�be�detected�with�a�magnetometer.�In�December�
we received an Astro Pi hardware kit and a letter in the mail, 
saying we have been selected for Phase 2 of the competition, 
which is writing the code and submitting it for judging. 

In the second phase we had two missions, we had to write 
code to sense the presence of crew members in the Columbus 
module of the station in addition to our own experiment. 

A. Our code had to comply with numerous rules: 

• At least one sensor per mission has to be used; 

• The LED matrix has to be used; 

• Data has to be collected and stored with a timestamp for 
later analysis on the ground; 

• Codes must be written in Python 3.4 or 2.7; 

• The total time of execution for both the primary and 
secondary missions combined cannot be more than 3 
hours. 

• Considering the busy schedules of the astronauts, the 
Astro Pi on the ISS will be controlled from the ground 
without the involvement of the crew. For this reason: 

• Astronaut interaction with the Astro Pi trough the 
joystick and the buttons cannot be considered in your 
mission design and execution code; 
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• The Astro Pi cameras cannot be used; 

• The Astro Pi cannot be moved from and around its 
fixed position in Columbus. 

B. Our Experiment 

Our code detected the presence of crew members by using 
the temperature sensor of the Astro Pi. We have used 2 weeks 
of prerecorded data to set up a baseline temperature above 
which a crew member must be present.  

The second part of the mission was to gather data for our 
experiment.� Our� experiment’s� main� goal� was� to� find� the�
weakest� points� of� the�Earth’s�magnetic� field.�We� did� this� by�
collecting magnetometer readings along with latitude and 
longitude information of the space station. We used the 
PyEphem ephemeris module to calculate the position of the 
ISS�above�the�Earth’s�surface�using�the�TLE�(two-line element 
set) provided by ESA containing the orbital elements of the 
station. We collected all the data in a CSV (comma-separated 
values) file for later analysis on the ground. 

We had to submit our experiment for judging by the end of 
February 2017. After the submission we have received a letter 
saying� “Congratulations�� Your� code� has� been�qualified� to� fly�
and�run� on� the� International� Space� Station.”.�Our� code� could�
run aboard the ISS for 3 hours. 

We have received our CSV file with the collected data on 
17 May 2017. After receiving the data, we have made a 
visualization of our measurements on our website [3]. The 
visualization is a Google Geochart showing the 100 lowest 
measured magnetic field strengths as data points on the world 
map. When you hover over the data points you can see the 
exact values in microteslas. 

Our code can be found on our GitHub repository [4]. 

III. LAST YEAR’S MISSION 

The Second European Astro Pi Mission was Announced by 
ESA and The Raspberry Pi Foundation in October 2017. This 
time around students could compete in two categories Mission 
Zero and Mission Space lab, 0-14 and 15-19 years old 
respectively. 

Teams in mission zero had to use the online Astro Pi Sense 
Hat web emulator to code a greeting message and ambient air 
temperature display for the crew, that would be guaranteed to 
run in space. 

We are participating in Mission Space lab. This Mission 
has two Themes, Life in space and life on Earth. Teams that 
chose� to� investigate� ‘Life� in� space’� had to make use of the 
Astro Pi Ed, which is located in the Columbus module and 
features a visible camera, to run their investigation. 

Teams� that� choose� to� investigate� ‘Life� on� Earth’� had to 
make use of the Astro Pi Izzy, also featuring an infrared 
camera and located at one of the ISS windows, looking down 
to Earth [5].  

IV. OUR INVOLVEMENT LAST YEAR 

We� chose� the� theme� of� ‘Life� on� Earth’� and� we� have�
submitted our experiment involving light pollution of large 
cities in Europe. 

We would have liked to measure the level of light pollution 
over populated areas of the world and compare it to scarcely or 
non-populated areas light pollution levels. Our main goal is to 
see whether we can distinguish dark sky protection areas like 
the�“Zselic�Park�of�Stars�International�Dark�Sky�Park” [6] and 
the�“Møn�and�Nyord�International�Dark�Sky�Community” [7]. 
We also intended to detect the percentage of LED streetlights 
compared to traditional incandescent. Our results would have 
been a world map showing the lowest and highest light 
pollution areas and a graph showing the percentage of LED 
lights in our observed regions. Our observation prioritized 
Europe, but was not limited to it, so we would have need to 
conduct the experiment when the ISS flies above Europe at 
night. 

We were planning on using the camera of Astro Pi Izzy to 
capture blue filtered infrared shots of the earth. From the 
pictures we could have determined light pollution levels. We 
then would have calculated the location of the ISS when the 
picture is taken with the python module pyEphem. The 
filenames, location, and timestamp would have been logged in 
a csv file. We would have used ground analysis to determine 
the light pollution levels and the color of street lights across the 
world. 

Our experiment was selected to continue in phase 2. It was 
coded and sent for evaluation. Unfortunately, due to the 
massive number of entries, our experiment wasn’t selected to 
run on the station. This could have been due to a number of 
things. The most probable is that our code didn’t include any 
in-flight analysis and in consequence wasn’t complex enough.  

V. THIS YEAR’S EXPERIMENT 

In the fall of 2018 the third, now yearly Astro Pi Mission 
was announced. [8] There are only minor changes to the 
mission�rules,�but�they�are�very�similar�to�last�year’s rules. All 
codes are required to be written in Python 3 now, every code 
has to terminate itself before the dedicated time ends, and all 
exceptions should be handled.  

Fig. 1. Measured Data Geochart 



This year we have decided to continue with the theme of 
measuring light pollution and the percentage of LED 
streetlights. In addition, this year we are trying to prove the 
Earth is round, by showing the night and day ratio is 
approximately 1:1. 

We have completely rewritten our code to use the latest 
version of Python 3. In flight analysis for mean brightness, and 
day/night logging were also added. We have also tested our 
code on multiple versions of flight software. 

As of now we know that it is not possible to specify when 
the experiment runs, so we might not get a good coverage of 
Europe. If we get selected, we will only have two orbits to 
capture pictures, so we will not be able to make a global map 
of light pollution, but hopefully we will be able to distinguish 
dark sky protection areas from large cities anywhere it happens 
to be nighttime when our experiment runs even if it is daytime 
in Europe. 

If�our�experiment� runs� in� space,� this�year’s�challenge�also�
includes analyzing the flight data and submitting the results 
which will be judged, and a final winner will be chosen. 

If our code is selected, we will use python libraries and 
photometric software to process and analyze our data. If this is 
the case the new results will also be published on our site. [4] 

 

VI. ASTRO PI’S PLACE IN EDUCATION 

 The best way to teach students is to show them how to 
learn. The Astro Pi Mission gives a great opportunity for 
students to learn about space and the importance of coding and 
logic at the same time. It makes students solve their own 
problems and answer their own questions. Therefore, combines 
the greatest of skills needed in real life. 

Learning�programming�is�a�necessity�for�today’s�scientists.�
The� reason� behind� this,� is� that� a� programmer� doesn’t�
understand the science behind a piece of software needed for 
scientific research. This makes it a lot harder to write efficient 
and usable code. It is a lot easier for everyone to code their 
own experiment than it is to explain the experiment to a 
programmer,�who�doesn’t�have�any�scientific�background. 

For this purpose, most of all universities teach science 
students programming. In Hungarian High Schools 
unfortunately this is not the case. Astro Pi however brings 
scientific programming to the High School level in a very 
exemplary way. For this reason, Astro Pi needs to be 
supported. 

Our school now runs a dedicated workshop to coding based 
scientific research. We are big supporters of this, because 
children are getting into citizen science at a very young age. 
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Abstract—For remote sensing and earth observation purposes 
the usage of satellite technology means a common solution. It is a 
widely used technique to obtain useful data in several fields of 
interest for research, environmental and industrial key players. 
With these methods we can gather data about landmarks, 
patterns, crops, forests, minerals, water and various other 
resources. 

Remote sensing from stratospheric balloons is not yet a 
widely spread and thoroughly researched idea. There have 
already been proof-of-concept launches, which show significant 
research and industrial opportunities in this area. The technology 
is relatively cheap, easily accessible and can be developed, 
integrated and launched quickly if needed.  

This paper focuses on the development of a low cost, small 
size, balloon-borne remote sensing payload using COTS 
(Commercial off-the-shelf) components and how stratospheric 
balloons could be used to perform localized, small scale remote 
sensing missions.  

The UPRA Project (Universal Platform for Robotics and 
Aerospace) is a student project with an aim to develop a reliable, 
widely configurable, low maintenance, high altitude balloon 
platform for university research groups. The development team 
consists� of� the� members� of� the� Simonyi� Károly� College� for�
Advanced Studies at the Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics.  

The aim of the project is to build a proof-of-concept multi-
spectral remote sensing hardware and using open source and 
self-developed software to analyze data provided by the payload 
to demonstrate that high quality and relevant remote sensing can 
be achieved for a comparably low price.   

The remote sensing payload is planned to have two identical 
images sensors with a pixel resolution of 1600x1200px. The 
selected sensor has a wide spectral sensitivity in visible and near-
infrared range (420nm – 980nm). Applying different optical 
filters on the sensors would lead to near identical images in 
different spectral range. Using infrared-pass filters, the payload 
will be able to collect data on vegetation and urbanized thermal 
footprints.  

With a stratospheric balloon large areas could be covered 
during a flight and balloons could be launched in a frequent 
manner. The collected data could help authorities to organize 

protection or salvage during floods, after hails or storms. Also 
valuable information could be provided to the agriculture on 
vegetation covered areas and inland waters from sowing to 
harvest.  

If this proof-of-concept project would be successful it could be 
the foundation for regular scientific remote sensing balloon 
missions in Hungary. 

Keywords—high altitude balloon, remote sensing, earth 
observation, agriculture 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing provides crucial information in agricultural 
applications. Monitoring vegetation health and open water 
surfaces like inland-water or flooded areas could improve 
prognosis on crop yields and help planning actions in crop 
management. 

Besides already available and widely used remote sensing 
platforms, balloons could provide frequent data coverage for a 
reasonable cost. 

This paper covers the benefits of small balloons in remote 
sensing and the development of a balloon-borne multispectral 
remote sensing payload. 

II. REMOTE SENSING PLATFORMS 

For gathering remote sensing data multiple platforms can 
be used. Common method is the usage of data provided by 
remote sensing satellites. For smaller areas different airborne 
methods are used as well, such as aircrafts (manned or 
unmanned aerial vehicles) and/or drones. These data gathering 
methods differ significantly in many parameters - such as area 
covered, modularity, scalability or cost effectiveness - that can 
be enhanced in selecting the right method to the right 
application purposes. However there is a way of data gathering 
that has a different characteristic regarding the technological 
and business parameters but is relatively unresearched in this 
field of application. The usage of high-altitude balloon 
platform for remote sensing applications is still mostly in the 
proof-of-concept phase in the research domain worldwide.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of remote sensing platforms 

As we can see in Fig. 1 in the parameter of covered area, 
satellite platforms are highly effective, while drones or 
commercial aircrafts are on the lower side of the scale. 
However with the peak height of 30000 meters (reaching the 
stratosphere region) high-altitude balloon platforms can also 
cover a significant area during its flight. 

If we are looking at the cost effectiveness of the different 
carrier objects, we can see that drones and commercial aircrafts 
can be regarded as cost effective. However even if we count on 
a longer lifecycle for a remote sensing satellite, the planning, 
development, validation, launch and control activities will sum 
as a significantly high amount of cost. The usage of balloon 
platform is again in the positive side of the scale. A full 
development, validation and launch cycle for one flight can be 
solved from as little as 350-400 EUR. 

III. REHAB BALLOON PLATFORM 

ReHAB – Reusable High Altitude Balloon-platform is 
developed by the Universal Platform for Robotics and 
Aerospace (UPRA) Team of Simonyi Karoly College for 
Advanced Studies. The platform is developed and 
manufactured by students and designed to carry small science 
payload up to 30 km to the stratosphere. 

The goal of the UPRA Team is to support university 
research groups with affordable launch opportunities providing 
the platform, launch and recovery service and flight planning. 

The avionics system of the platform provides two way 
radio communication, live tracking and data storage. It is also 
possible to monitor and control the science payload. 

Weather Balloon
Parachute

Backup Tracker

Control Camera

Radar Reflector

ReHAB Avionics

Payload Gondola

 

Fig. 2  ReHAB flight configuration 



The platform is highly configurable to meet the mission 
demands. It is planned that a standardized payload gondola to 
be provided but also custom made payloads are acceptable. The 
flight configuration of the platform can be seen in Fig. 2. 

IV. REMOTE SENSING PAYLOAD 

Detecting vegetation covered and open water surfaces can 
be performed using near-infrared (NIR) imaging combined 
with visual (VIS) image data. To provide consistent data 
multispectral cameras should be used which capture images in 
different wavelengths at the same time. 

A. Remote Sensing Concept 

Plants reflects green wavelengths in the visible spectrum 
and a large amount of near-infrared (680-900nm) waves while 
open water surfaces reflect very little or no waves in the near-
infrared spectrum. Using a NIR image sensor makes possible to 
detect both vegetation and water reservoirs. 

Processing composite images generated from NIR and 
visible spectrum images can provide information on vegetation 
health, composition of plant life and proportion of vegetation 
and water covered areas. This information can be used to 
measure inland-water and flood-water impact on crops. 

B. Hardware Implementation 

The multispectral camera is built around two identical 
OV2640 image sensors. This sensor is selected because of its 
large spectral sensitivity in both visible and near infrared light 
(Fig. 3). To provide clear images lens filters are used on both 
sensor modules. For visible light a 650nm short pass is applied 
to cut the higher wavelengths. For the NIR imaging a 680nm 
long pass filter is used to eliminate the higher frequency 
(visible and UV) lights to reach the sensor. 

The current prototype ( 

Fig. 4) is built with two ArduCAM Mini 2mpx modules as 
sensor boards. Each module has an OV2640 sensor, M12 (S-
Mount) lens mount and an image buffer for temporary storage. 
The separate image buffers makes it possible to take pictures at 
the same time with both cameras and permanently store the 
visible and NIR images on the same storage. 

 

Fig. 3 OV2640 Spectrum Response [1] 
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Fig. 4 Remote sensing camera prototype 

The camera is controlled a Microchip Atmega328p Arduino 
compatible microcontroller which configures and controls both 
of the camera modules, handles the non-volatile storage and 
file system and provides connection to the platform. The 
microcontroller provides an intervalometer function for 
autonomous operations.  

The non-volatile storage for the images is an SD Card with 
FAT filesystem. This provides easy access to the images taken 
during flight. The pictures are saved with a running number 
and an indicator. The indicator shows if the image is in visible 
light spectrum or NIR spectrum. 

With a configuration file on the SD Card makes it possible 
to set different options of the camera payload like the 
intervalometer period. The running number of the next image is 
also saved on the SD Card to prevent file overwrite in case of 
microcontroller restart. 

The camera payload can be connected to the balloon 
platform via RS232 serial port. Through this port housekeeping 
data can be downloaded from the camera, image properties can 
be set and exposure can be triggered. The data bus also makes 
it possible to transfer low resolution images from the camera to 
the On-Board Computer storage and download them via radio 
link during flight. 

V. IMAGE PROCESSING METHODS 

A. Overlapping 

The images taken by the twin sensors have some offset due 
to the distance between the camera lenses. This effect becomes 
less significant as the distance grows from the target, but still 
needs to be dealt with. The images could be overlapped by 
hand but with the large amount of data gathered during a flight 
it could be painstaking. To automate image overlapping 
calibration pictures should be taken prior to flight. This process 
is needed to compensate lens distortion and sensor offset. 

Automated overlapping is still under development in the 
time this paper is written. For image processing OpenCV 
libraries are used. 



 

Fig. 5 NRG False color image [2] 

B. NRG False Coloring 

NRG False Coloring swaps color channels of the image 
using the red and green channels of the visible light and adds 
the NIR information as third channel (Fig. 5). The blue channel 
of the visible spectrum image is discarded since higher 
frequency waves are not carrying useful information in this 
case. 

This false coloring method helps visualize the NIR data as 
an addition to the visual light information. 

C. NDVI Heatmap 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is used to 
measure vegetation health and density. NDVI is calculated by 
equation (1) and varies between -1.0 and +1.0 where the more 
positive value indicates healthy, dense vegetation. Since open 
water surfaces reflect very little or no NIR light values close to 
-1.0 usually represents water or snow covered surfaces. 

 

 
 

(1) 

NDVI computation is a pixel wise transformation and can 
be visualized as a heatmap (Fig. 6) 

More accurate results can be achieved by using only 
particular wavelengths of the visual image practically using 
band filters on different VIS image sensors.  

Both NRG false coloring and NDVI Heatmap calculation 
can be done using OpenCV libraries to automate the process. 

 

Fig. 6 NDVI Heatmap [2] 

VI. SUMMARY 

With a stratospheric balloon large areas could be covered 
during a flight and balloons could be launched in a frequent 
manner. The collected data could help authorities to organize 
protection or salvage during floods, after hails or storms. The 
domain offers lots of possibilities for enhancing the capabilities 
of the remote sensing platform. The long term development 
and validation plan for the balloon platform provides us 
guidance for gradually adding features and functions to the 
remote sensing payload while still keeping the platform safe, 
scalable and modular. 
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A CanSat is a can-sized minisatellite used to teach space technology 
& science. It features very similar technologies like real 

minisatellites, which leave the atmosphere and orbit the Earth. 
They also have to perform atmospherical experiments. CanSats are 

often serve as a payload for sounding rockets/research rockets. 
Building a CanSat is a great opportunity for every student to begin 

with when they are interested in space, especially in space 
technology 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Various space organizations, agencies organize CanSat 
competitions with slightly different educational purposes. The 
CanSat Competition of the European Space Agency (ESA) [1] 
aims to give secondary school students and teachers a space-
experience. 

The space-related student organization of Budapest 
University of Technology, called Cosmos Society [2] is willing 
to�organize�the�next�year’s�Hungarian�CanSat�Competition with 
the Hungarian Astronautical Society (MANT) with the same 
goals and also in order to select the Hungarian teams for the 
European CanSat Competition from year to year. 

This paper contains a summary of the technical achievement 
of Team HunSat [3] in the 2018 CanSat Competition. More 
details about our project can be find in our CanSat Final Paper. 
This report was selected as one of the three best final papers in 
the�Competition.�ESA’s�post�about�this�and�our paper can be find 
on the website of ESA. [4] 

 

II. ABOUT OUR TEAM 

We were the official Hungarian CanSat team in the 2018 ESA 
CanSat Competition, named Team HunSat (András Illyés, 

Benedek Tomka, Domonkos Cseh, Domonkos Dessewffy and 
our teacher, Levente Dudás). 

We won a special prize with our technical achievements. The 
finals were at the Azores Islands, Portugal in June 2018. 

III. TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION TO OUR MISSION 

We built our CanSat to be a small planetary probe, which is 
able to land and do measurements anywhere - on another planet 
as well, according to our science-fiction vision. 

Our CanSat is able to do telecommand via our very well 
impedance-matched communication link at 434.800MHz. It 
ensures proper communication for more than 250km of distance, 
and a forward error correction algorithm helps receiving all data. 
This algorithm also helps our CanSat to communicate with the 
Ground Station via an encrypted channel. Our radio can be tuned 
to different frequencies, different transmit powers, and different 
duty cycle. 

We integrated many sensors on a single PCB, thus leaving 
space for other experiments inside our CanSat. This PCB, the 
main board also does many measurements by itself, not just the 
obligatory measurements in the competition. There is no need to 
have a battery charger, or a USB-Serial converter, because 
everything (charger IC, FTDI chip) is integrated on this board 
right next to the main microncontroller, the sensors, and the 
radio. 

The chassis and the parachute of our CanSat are also 
designed and made by us: they are from durable materials; the 
chassis can protect the CanSat, and the parachute assures that it 
lands safely. The chassis is SLS 3D printed, and the parachute is 
from a special parachute polyamide material with a special 
shape. 

Our CanSat also has a targeted landing system, which helps 
it land to a desired GPS coordinate. This (sub)system is separate 
from the main system to ensure stability of data collection and 
communication with our CanSat, even in case of failure of the 
targeted landing system. This system consists of a 
microcontroller and a servo, which controls the parachute. The 
parachute is similar to a paraglider, thus it can be controled. The 
microcontroller works as a finite-state machine, but also with a 
sense of intelligence. It calculates the speed and direction of the 
wind from previous data of turnings and the previous controling 
data. 

The main measurement of our CanSat is the radio frequency 
(RF) spectrum analyzing. It analysis the GSM spectrum, thus we 
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have data about how polluted our environment is with RF 
radiation. This is useful on a different planet (maybe not in the 
GSM band), but on the Earth as well. The needlessly radiated 
RF signals means money loss, but pollution as well. 

The communication link, the telecommanding, and the 
advanced telemetry succeeded perfectly during the competition. 

We had some difficulties with the targeted landing system 
because of the big wind.�We�didn’t�have�the�change�to�test�our�
system in winds like those on the Azores, but now we are 
working on a solution to this. 

Our main measurement, the spectrum analyzing was 
successful, we collected data according to this problem. We 
already started to work on our updated spectrum analyzer. 

IV. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - HARDWARE 

Our mission was to design and build a CanSat to be launched 
and deployed from a rocket at an altitude of about 1000 meters. 
The CanSat is to descend no faster than 11m/s. 

In the actual experiment the CanSat was deployed at an 
altitude of about 850 meters, and had approximatley 5-6m/s 
descent speed. 

The key devices on the board of the CanSat were: 

· Data collecting subsystem 

o Temperature & humidity sensor 

o Pressure sensor 

o Optical dust concentration sensor 

o Acceleration & gyroscope sensor 

o GPS 

o RF spectrum analyzer 

o Communication transceiver 

o Microcontroller, power supply 

· Targeted landing subsystem 

o GPS 

o Servo 

o Microcontroller, power supply 

· Parachute 

· Chassis 

A. PCB and electronics 

The main PCB gives place to our sensors, so it needs to be 
from a durable material: our PCB is a professional printed board. 
We saved space by integrating every sensor and communication 
system on one unit. The PCB board is depicted on Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Main PCB board of the HunSat CanSat 

B. Chassis 

The main task of the chassis is to absorb the impact of the 
collision. It was a challenge to find a place for every component 
and also protect them. Another challenging task was to find a 
way how all the sensors on our board can get enough air inside 
a closed chassis. This is why we decided to design our own 
chassis from scratch. The chassis is 3D-printed with SLS 
technology. 

C. Parachute & servo 

We chose to make our own parachute instead of buying a 
parachute to make our CanSat more controlable. We worked 
with a polyamide-silk material of the NZ Aerosports parachute 
manufacturing company. This means our CanSat is very strong 
and durable. We also designed the shape of the parachute after 
many tests. With pulling the rigging we are able to control our 
CanSat’s�flight�and�realize�a�targeted�landing. 

The task of our servo is to control the parachute: it has to be 
fast and accurate. It is controled based on the GSP data and 
former controling events by an Arduino Pro Mini. Although the 
servo’s�main�task�is�controlling,�it�also�have�to�fix�the�parachute,�
and be strong enough (its arms as well), to control the parachute.  

D. Sensors’ calibration 

Most sensors were pre-calibrated by the manufacturer, 
although we had to introduce a couple of modifications in the 
calibration functions. 

The spectrum analyzer was calibrated by us, because it has 
to measure a wide radio frequency band, but it only has one 
antenna with only one resonance frequency, so we had to 
compensate the values according to our calibration. The process 
was done in an anechoic-chamber with a log-periodic antenna. 

E. Ground Station 

The ground station of HunSat was based on a Raspberry Pi 
3 single board computer running Linux operation system. A 
PCB containing the same RFM26W radio module (hardware 
radio) as the CanSat was connected to the Raspberry. 



V. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - SOFTWARE 

The software environment consists of three parts: 

· The CanSat system has two subsytems: CanSat 
subsystem and Flight control subsystem, written in 
AVR C with extensions from Arduino 

· The Ground Station sytem, written in standard C 

· Client system, written mainly in JSCanSat 

A. CanSat 

When the microcontroller starts, it looks for external devices, 
and it initializes all the sensors. After the system initialization, it 
enters a never-ending loop. The software uses the GPS data input 
as a system clock: the module is configured to send data every 
second to the microcontroller. When this data is available, it gets 
processed, other data from the sensors get collected, converted, 
then sent to the ground in an encrypted packet which checks for 
bit errors. As we have a huge amount of data (especially with the 
spectrum data), and we do not use a big bandwidth for 
communication, nothing is processed on-board, everything is 
sent down to the Ground Station. 

B. Ground Station 

The software of the Ground Station is composed of multiple 
programs and scripts. Adjusted to the Raspberry-philosophy, 
there�are�different�’tools’�written�mostly�in�python�(one�tool�for 
crc checking, another for decoding, etc.): each output data is 
piped�to�another�tool’s�input.�At�every�boot�the�Linux�cron�starts�
up our software to manage the ground activities. 

A forward mode is implemented in the converter script: it 
simultaneously sends all data to Budapest, Hungary to the 
servers of Budapest University of Technology, which relays it to 
local followers of the competition. The jQuery-simplewebsocket 
equipped client is able to connect to this. 

C. Flight Control 

We attempt to land the device within a restricted 
neighborhood of a pre-selected ground position using the built-
in GPS and the maneuvering capabilities of the parachute.  

Selection of the position can be indicated to the device via a 
radio signal to the main PCB, which indicates the selection with 
pulling a pin down on the controling Arduino. There is a vertical, 
round� ’wall’� defined,� inside� which� the� program� controls� the�
CanSat. An important challenge to be tackled is accurately 
modeling the speed and direction of the wind from GPS 
measurements alone, since wind influences the precision of 
turns and thus ultimately impacts the chances of successfully 
landing within the prescribed area. Calculations are made by the 
program to model the wind from the distribution of actual speeds 
in different directions, and from observing how these speeds 
diverge from the default coasting speed of the device. 

D. Client 

The flow of the client program is as follows: it waits for new 
data on the WebSocket (which is hosted on the Ground Station), 

and if there is some, it appends it to the end of the rolling graph. 
We used a ploting library (ChartJS) to visualize all significant 
data in real-time. The page is autorefreshed when a packet 
arrives. Since the JavaScript is parallel, another thread will 
process the telecommanding of the CanSat. 

There Ground Station itself can also host a webpage, which 
is easier to be used by us (it has all the necessary functions and 
more), but has a less responsive design. 

VI. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - TESTING 

Apart of our tests and/or calibrations are already mentioned. 
We would like to emphasis here two more tested areas: 
communication tests and tests related to the parachutes. 

A. Communication 

We tested the communication between the HunSat flight 
model and the ground station in real in-situ environment. The 
distance between our CanSat and Ground Station during the test 
was 1.25km. (1) 

����������������������������������a� = 20 lg
4πd

λ
= 87 d�m������������������������(1) 

, where: d is the distance, λ�is�the�wavelength�(~70cm). 

The HunSat flight model transmits 16dBm radiated RF 
power level. The received signal level is 16 − 87 = −71��� 
(not only calculated but measured data). In case of 50 kbit/s data 
rate with GMSK modulation, the used bandwidth is 75kHz. So 
the thermal noise level is: (2) 

����������������������������������������Pn = kT� = −125 d�m����������������������(2) 

, where: k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the equivalent noise 
temperature, B is the bandwidth of the receiver. 

The realized signal-to-noise ratio is (3) 

����������������������SNR =
P�
Pn
= −71 − (−125) = 54 d�m��������(3) 

During the test, we put more than 43dB additional 
attenuation to the radio link, which means that the realized radio 
link can be 200 times higher: distance can be 250km is line-of-
sight propagation. 

B. Parachute 

We tested our parachutes to ensure the required descent 
speed. The spherical parachutes had to be changed a little bit: we 
cut holes on them to make sure they can guarantee the stability. 
With the paraglider we had to work with its rigging. 

We did our highest drop test from a gyrocopter next to 
Budapest, Hungary before the competition. It was the final test 
of our parachute and chassis. Both of them succeeded! 

VII. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

In this section our measurement data can be found. We use 
’time’�as�an�’x’�axis�on�many�of�the�following�graphs.�In�our�log�
files, time starts at the point of turning on the CanSat, but on our 
graphs the time only starts 48 seconds before the rocket launch. 



The launch point has been determined with the usage of the 
acceleration-time and height(pressure)-time graphs. The landing 
of the CanSat is approximately at 170 seconds on this scale. 

A. Temperature 

The measured temperature data is visualized on Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. The measured temperature data in time 

Two curves are present on Fig. 5. One is from the 
temperature sensor of the acceleration & gyro sensor, the other 
is from the temperature sensor of the humidity sensor. The gyro 
sensor has a microcontroller built-in, which is needed for the 
calculations done by the chip itself. This microcontroller 
consumes electricity, thus it heats. This is the reason, why it 
shows us higher temperature with approximately 2°C at the 
beginning, and reacts slower to the change in temperature. 

B. Pressure & height 

Fig. 6. depicts the measured pressure data, and Fig. 7. 
visualizes the altitude data of our CanSat. 

 

Fig. 6. The measured pressure data in time 

We used the pressure data to determine the current altitude 
of the CanSat, because it is far more accurate, than the altitude 
data from the GPS. The launch point also can be determined with 
the help of pressure, thus height data. 

These graphs are useful, important data can be determined 
without the usage of the acceleration diagram: The rocket 
accelerated between 49-51 seconds, just for 2 seconds - as it was 
expected. (The one-second sampling rate makes a big 
uncertainty.) After that its speed decreased, but it still climbed. 
The moment of the burst of the nosecone can also be determined: 
the CanSat sinks after that. This was around 840m of height. 

 

Fig. 7. The calculated altitude data 

C. Acceleration & angular velocity 

Fig. 8. And Fig. 9. shows the acceleration and angular 
velocity data. 

 

Fig. 8. The measured acceleration data in time 



 

Fig. 9. The measured angular velocity data in time 

According to Fig. 8. the CanSat accelerated for 
approximately two seconds, and around the highest point of its 
orbit, there is an acceleration pic: it was caused by the explosive 
detachment of the nosecone of the rocket. 

It can be noticed that the data of the gyrosensor (Fig. 9.) had 
been cut: the CanSat spun around its axis very fast. 

D. GPS data 

We saved the data from the GPGGA and GPRMC GPS 
sentences. One important data is the horizontal speed of our 
CanSat, which is shown on Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 10. The measured horizontal velocity data in time 

Our CanSat at the Azores moved with more than 50km/h of 
speed according to Fig. 10. The weather is very windy thanks 
to the ocean climate. 

For this reason it was very hard for the targeted landing 
system to control the turns of the CanSat. According to the 
software logs, the software functioned well, but the hardware, 
the�CanSat�itself�couldn’t�turn,�because�of�the�big�winds. 

E. Spectrum analyzer 

The spectrum analyzer data is depicted on Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 11. The measured spectrum data in time 

It could be hard to interpret 3D images, thus it is easier to use 
the 2D-projected visualization of this data depicted on Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 12. Frequency vs. time graph colored with RSSI values 

Our spectrum analyzer analyzed the GSM (more precisely 
the E-GSM-900) spectrum of the downlink (the signals coming 
from the base to the mobile phone). 

On the 2D graph the horizontal stripes (parallel with the time 
axis) are different bands, channels used for different types of 
communication. The data in one vertical streak is from one 
scanning. The time scale is different here. Fluctuations can be 
seen during the whole descending (40-60s on this scale): 
stronger and weaker signals can be noticed. This is because of 
the characteristic of the base transceiver. We successfully 
measured that phone calls can also be realized where they are 
unnecessary. 
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Abstract—Space industry struggles to find qualified engineers 
with hands-on experience in space-related technologies. Even 
though the higher education in Hungary has a broad spectrum 
for engineering students, it lacks aerospace or space engineering 
courses available in the country. This educational gap means a 
shortage of experienced employee and thus a high amount of 
personnel costs for the space companies. This paper focuses on 
the possibilities of enhancing and combining the higher 
educational studies with student-led projects aiming to teach 
skills and competencies that are necessary in the space and 
aerospace domain. 

The UPRA Project (Universal Platform for Robotics and 
Aerospace) is a student project with an aim to develop a reliable, 
widely configurable, low maintenance, high altitude balloon 
platform for university research groups. The development team 
consists of computer science and electrical engineering students, 
who�are�members� of� the� Simonyi�Károly�College� for�Advanced�
Studies at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. 
Besides the scientific goals of the project- such as providing a 
frequent flying opportunity for university experiments to the 
stratosphere - the educational aim is to provide an easily 
accessible hands-on experience for university students with a 
high variety� of� tasks� in� a� space� related�project’s� lifecycle.�With�
the mentorship of the Hungarian space industry, the team 
develops most of its workproducts internally, from the project 
management processes, the electronics schematics, the launch 
and recovery procedure. 

During the development phase, the students have the 
opportunity to learn system engineering skills, quality 
management in the space domain, embedded software 
engineering for flying modules and ground station development 
and management. Also, since the project is delivering flight 
opportunities to experiences from other universities and 
organizations, it provides system integration knowledge for the 
participants. Another important aspect of the space industry is 
the difficulty of testing. We can make several simulation, unit and 
hardware-in-the-loop testing but the field testing can only be 
done during the launch. One of the strengths of the project is a 
thorough retrospective section. After each launch and recovery 
sessions the team holds a series of meetings to collect the lessons 
they learned during the development, validation and launch.  

During these events it is important that the team members 
learn important aspects about system engineering and effective 
project management. There are many possibilities for the project 
for further growing. A closer cooperation with the key industry 
players and the universities can hold several aspects for further 
enhancing the educational value.  

Keywords—high altitude balloon, remote sensing, earth 
observation, agriculture 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing provides crucial information in agricultural 
applications. Monitoring vegetation health and open water 
surfaces like inland-water or flooded areas could improve 
prognosis on crop yields and help planning actions in crop 
management. 

Besides already available and widely used remote sensing 
platforms, balloons could provide frequent data coverage for a 
reasonable cost. 

This paper covers the different skillsets and areas a student 
can learn while taking part in the research, development and 
validation activities. 

II. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Although the System Engineer overviews the technical 
work, there is more to the world than engineering. Students 
who would like to develop their soft-skills and project 
management skills also have the opportunity to benefit from 
the project. There is a lot of non-engineering work around a 
space project like organizing regular progress meetings, 
workshops, keeping track of the schedule and budgets, 
communicating with clients, suppliers and supervisors and 
supervising documentation and legal paperwork. 

The development of the platform is organized similar to a 
typical space project. Students can gain experience in project 
management work-flow, learn how to use different tools. They 
can also improve their presentation and negotiating skills. 
Thanks to our industrial connections and alumni members 
students can acquire the know-hows from professionals. 

Handling these tasks can be a valuable experience both 
engineering and non-engineering students and open different 
kind of opportunities to join the space industry. 

III. REHAB BALLOON PLATFORM 

ReHAB – Reusable High Altitude Balloon-platform is 
developed by the Universal Platform for Robotics and 
Aerospace (UPRA) Team of Simonyi Karoly College for 
Advanced Studies. The platform is developed and 
manufactured by students and designed to carry small science 
payload up to 30 km to the stratosphere. 
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Fig. 1  ReHAB flight configuration 

The goal of the UPRA Team is to support university 
research groups with affordable launch opportunities providing 
the platform, launch and recovery service and flight planning. 

The avionics system of the platform provides two way 
radio communication, live tracking and data storage. It is also 
possible to monitor and control the science payload. 

The platform is highly configurable to meet the mission 
demands. It is planned that a standardized payload gondola to 
be provided but also custom made payloads are acceptable. The 
flight configuration of the platform can be seen in Fig. 1. 

IV. ON-BOARD COMPUTER (OBC) 

While working on the On-Board Computer (OBC) students 
can learn how to design and develop microcontroller based, 
reliable embedded systems. Getting familiar with digital 
electronics, communication protocols and fault-tolerant 
software is a valuable experience for students planning their 
career in space industry. 

Our flight computer is built around a system bus that 
connects the avionics subsystems and third party payloads. 

The subsystems are developed with COTS components thus 
students have to learn how to test digital hardware and 
embedded software elements to validate the reliability of the 
system. 

 

Fig. 2 On-Board Computer Flight Model 

The current OBC (Fig. 2) has an Arduino compatible 
Atmega328p microcontroller with Arduino Bootloader. This 
provides the opportunity to develop the embedded software in 
the Arduino IDE and to use off the shelf Arduino boards during 
development. The compatibility with the Arduino environment 
provides a fast learning curve for students who just started their 
study in the fields of embedded electronics. 

Further development of the On-Board Computer contains 
an upgrade to a more powerful ARM based microcontroller 
thus students on the project could be introduced a wide variety 
of controllers used in the industry. 

V. POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (EPS) 

Students can learn how to design analog circuits through 
the development of the power supply and environmental 
sensors of the flight computer. Designing a sufficient power 
supply for a balloon or a satellite takes preliminary 
calculations, knowledge in power distribution and power 
management. During the development process students gain 
experience in testing and fine-tuning analog circuitry, getting 
familiar with different type of power-sources and analog 
sensors. 

The power distribution system is the backbone of every 
spacecraft, possessing knowledge in analog circuit design is a 
great asset for students planning their future in space industry. 

VI. COMMUNICATION MODULE 

Communication with the balloon is vital. Students who take 
part in the development of the radio communication module 
can learn the principles of digital wireless data-transfer and 
how to design high-frequency circuitry.  

Our communication subsystem provides bidirectional radio 
communication between the balloon and the ground station to 
provide live telemetry data and to receive control commands. 
The goal is to provide a wireless link for third party payloads to 
download scientific data during flight. 

The current COM module (Fig. 3) is using Hope RF off the 
shelf radio transceiver modules and Arduino compatible 
microcontrollers. 



 

Fig. 3 UHF Communication Module Flight Model 

A further development on the Communication Module 
includes the improvement of the RF circuitry by designing 
better filters and amplifiers. It is also planned to introduce hot 
redundancy by adding a beacon transmitter to the design. These 
improvements will require to update the microcontroller and 
will require embedded and RF engineers to work together. 

VII. GROUND STATION (GND) 

Beside the on-board communication subsystem, 
development of a sufficient ground station (GS) is also in 
progress. Installing an antenna rotator, planning tracking 
methods and developing the ground station user interface give 
a chance to join the project not only for students who interested 
in RF development but also for software developers and 
control engineers. 

The current ground station hardware is based on the same 
transceiver used on the balloon. This provides great 
compatibility with the COM module but low configurability for 
later missions. As further development on the ground station 
hardware experiments have been conducted with software 
defined radio (SDR) based solutions. To improve ground 
station performance installation of an autonomous antenna 
rotator� is� in� progress� on� the� roof� of� Schönherz� Dormitory�
which is the headquarters of the balloon development. 

The ground station software is a web based application with 
Python backend and JavaScript frontend. The GS software is 
designed to be easily configured, handle different radio 
modems and has the ability to display different datasets on 
different workstations. 

Further development on the GS software contains the plan 
to handle different radio stations simultaneously and to 
integrate flight path predictor to provide live simulations based 
on telemetry and meteorological data. 

VIII. BACKUP 

Designing fault-tolerant hardware is one of the main 
principles in space engineering. Achieving reliability through 
testing and validating is not always enough. Vital subsystems 
usually have a redundant pair or a backup system.  

In high altitude ballooning recovering the payload after 
landing is the key objective. Considering this, the payload train 
contains an independent Backup GPS Tracker and a redundant 
radio downlink to provide valid position information all time. 

Students involved in the project have to learn how to make 
their subsystem reliable either through fault-analysis or 
implementation of redundant pairs. Acquire this kind of point 
of view in hardware development can be advantageous in the 
space industry. 

IX. STRUCTURE(STRU) 

Electronics cannot fly without sufficient mechanical 
structure. Mechanical parts of a high altitude platform have to 
withstand vibration, large temperature range and the impact of 
landing. Students involved in the development of the structure 
can gain experience in Computer Aided Design, mechanical 
and thermal simulations, they can learn how to prepare their 
design for production and how to plan the mechanical 
integration process of the capsule. It is also important to learn 
the communication between students from different 
engineering fields. 

Currently the avionics gondola is a spherical capsule with 
an internal frame to support the electronic components. While 
this version of the gondola is already in use the design of an 
updated avionics module is in progress. The new version will 
be fit in the 1 unit CubeSat form factor and will be using 3D 
printed frame elements (Fig. 4). This will help students to gain 
experience in working with space industry standards and 
prepare them for small satellite missions. 

Our workshop provides 3D printing and CNC milling 
capability with a complete mechanical workshop. This way 
students gain hands-on experience in manufacturing and 
payload integration. 

 

Fig. 4 Exploded CAD drawing of the CubeSat like avionics module



X. INSULATION 

During a high altitude flight the platform has to withstand 
low temperatures down to -60°C.�In�the�flight�computer�COTS�
components are used which are usually graded to a minimum 
of -40°C.� For� providing� a� proper� operational� environment�
inside the capsule, insulation is needed.  

Students involved in the design of the insulation can learn 
thermal calculations and simulations. They can rely on 
previous flight and test data to develop the most sufficient 
insulation for the payload. Validation of the system for low 
temperature environment involves testing in thermal chamber 
which provides a valuable hands-on experience for students. 

Our workshop provides a small thermal chamber where 
students can practice the process thermal testing and learn how 
to operate such equipment. 

XI. FLIGHT PLANNING 

Flying a high altitude balloon without active control is 
based on predictions rather than precise planning of the flight 
path. Although the goal is to eliminate the luck factor. Students 
involved in flight planning can learn how to use the available 
balloon flight predictors and how to develop new ones. They 
get familiar with the calculations, weather data and the 
capabilities of the platform to specify the flight parameters 
most fit for the mission goals. 

Flight planning includes the specification of the target 
altitude, prediction of the possible landing sight, determine a 
flight window and organize the recovery. During the flight 
Mission Control and the Recovery Team relies on these 
information and organize their work accordingly. 

A. Launch event 

Launch events are usually open for the public where 
observers can follow the work of the launch team on location. 

The launch team follows a checklist to prepare the launch 
site and equipment, filling the balloon and start up the payload 
train (Fig. 5). Being part of the launch team requires the ability 
of on-the-spot problem solving and knowledge on operating 
both the payload train and launch equipment. 

The launch team is in live contact with the ground station 
personnel to ensure the stable communication between the 
payload and the radio station. The launch itself is approved by 
the flight director according to information from the launch 
team and the ground station personnel. 

B. Recovery 

Recovery of the payload is organized according to flight 
predictions and live balloon telemetry. The recovery team 
departs soon after the launch to the predetermined landing site. 
Their route is occasionally updated according to live telemetry 
data and on the fly simulations.  

During the chase the recovery team and mission control is 
in contact to exchange information. Mission control has the 
ability to track not only the balloon but also the position of the 
recovery team. 

 

Fig. 5 Launch preparations 

Recovery team is formed by skilled drivers and hikers with 
good navigation skills. They usually have experience in HAM 
radio� ‘fox-hunting’� and� climbing too. At least one recovery 
team member has to have knowledge on operating the payload 
and avionics to properly shut down the recovered payload train. 

It is the responsibility of the recovery team to document the 
landing site by taking photos and tracking their path. The 
recovered modules are not opened by any means by the 
recovery team. The payload train is transferred to the 
headquarters and modules are opened in a controlled 
environment. 

XII. SUMMARY 

Projects with hands-on experience are great addition to 
academic studies and help students to gain knowledge and 
further their horizon in their field of studies. 

Working with high altitude balloons is a great entry to 
space related projects and gives the opportunity for students to 
gain the skillset needed for the space industry.  

Our experience is that students who participated in the 
project had positive effects both on their academic progress and 
later on their professional carrier. 
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